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If El is a group with trivial centre then H has a unique automorphism group 
tower, that is a sequence of groups (A”(H)) indexed by ordinals such that 
A”(H) = H, AB(H) = ul<@ A”(H) f or all limit ordinals j3 and A”(H) B A”“(N) 
and Aa+l(H) acts on A”(H) as the automorphism group of Aa(H) for all or- 
dinals 2. It is an open question whether or not there exists a group H such that 
A%(H) < A”TI(H) for all ordinals x. Wielandt has show-n that if H is finite then 
the automorphism group tower of H stops after finitely many steps. We prove 
that if El is polycyclic then the automorphism group tower of H stops after 
countably many steps but not necessarily after finitely many. The proof of 
the former proceeds by considering groups G which contain an ascendant 
polycyclic subgroup H such that the centralizer of H in G is trivial and showing 
how the structure of G depends on that of H. To establish the latter we construct 
the automorphism group tower of the infinite dihedral group. 
I. IXTR~DECTIOK 
1.1. The Main Results 
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the structure of adto- 
morphism towers of polycI;;clic groups H, where an automorphism tower 
is defined as follows. A sequence of groups (H,) indexed by ordinals is called 
an ascending sequence if He = UaCB H, for all limit ordinals j3 and H, 0 H,,, 
for all ordinals a. An automorplzism tower of a group H is an ascending 
sequence (H,) such that H = H,, and HO-, acts on H, as a group of auto- 
morphiims for each ordinal cy. If also for each ordinal cy, every automorphism 
of H, is obtained by transforming by some element of H,, then the sequence 
is called an automorphism group tower of H. This definition extends trans- 
finitely Wielandt’s definition in [ 131. In Section 8 we will show that a group H 
has automorphism towers if and only if H has trivial center and further that 
an automorphism group tower of a group H with trivial center exists and is 
essentially unique. We will denote the automorphism group tower of a 
group H with trivial center by (,4”(H)). 
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It is an open question whether or not there exists a group H such that 
A=(H) < k+(H) for all ordinals 01. In [13] Wielandt showed that if H is a 
finite group with trivial center then there exists an integer 1z such that 
An(H) = A”+l(H) and so A”(H) = k(H) for all ordinals 0: > n. Thus the 
automorphism group tower of a finite group with trivial center stops after 
finitely many steps. In this paper we consider the case where H is polycyclic 
and prove 
THEOREM Al. The automorphism group tower of any polycyclic group with 
trivial center stops after countably many steps. 
We will deduce Theorem Al as a corollary of our other main result, 
Theorem -42. Before we can state the latter result we need to introduce some 
further notation. If a is a set of primes then we denote the set of all rationals 
nzjn where m and n are coprime integers and n is a m-number by Q, . We note 
that Q= is a subring of Q, the ring of all rationals, and that if m denotes the 
empty set of primes then Q a = h, the ring of all integers. We will write (sn 
for the class of all groups which are either isomorphic to an additive subgroup 
of Q, or else are cyclic. We will use ‘!& to denote the class of poly-&-groups, 
that is groups G with a finite series 1 = G,, Q Gi Q .** 4 G, = G such that 
Gi/G,-r E Cm for 1 < i < n. We note that CC0 is the class of all cyclic groups 
and ‘p, is the class of all polycyclic groups. Throughout this paper a will 
always be afinite set of primes. 
If H is a subgroup of a group G and /I is any ordinal then we use H ~8 G to 
mean that there exists an ascending sequence (Hz) such that H = H,, and 
G = He. As usual we say that H is an ascendant subgroup of G if H de G 
for some ordinal /3 and write H asc G. ,41so if H Q” G for some integer n 
then His a subnormal subgroup of G and we write H sn G. If H is any subset 
of G then as usual we write HG for the normal closure of H in G, that is the 
subgroup of G generated by all hg = g-lhg with g E G and h E H. ills0 we will 
use Co(H) for the centralizer of H in G, that is the set of all g E G such that 
h = hg for all h E H. In Section 8 we will show that if (HE) is an automorphism 
tower of H then for each oi, CHa(H) = 1 and so we will be able to deduce 
Theorem Al from 
THEOREM A2. Suppose H is a polycyclic ascendant subgroup of a group G 
such that the centralizer of H in G is trivial. Then HG is a !&-group for some 
finite set of primes a and G is a countable group. 
1.2. Some Further Results 
The first two main results that we will establish during the proof of 
Theorem A2 are generalizations of the results of MalEev [7] and Smirnov [l 1], 
see also [8], which proved that locally soluble groups of automorphisms of 
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polycyclic groups are polycyclic. Before we state Theorems B and C we reed 
to introduce some more notation. If n is a positive integer \ve denote the 
direct sum of n copies of Q, by Q,“. We denote the class of all finite groups 
by $j and the class of all finite w-groups by &, . If 3E is any class of groups 
then LX denotes the class of all locally-X-groups, that is all groups G such 
that all finitely generated subgroups of G are contained in some X-subgroup 
of G. Also an X-series of a group G is a series 1 = Gg 4 GI 0 ... < G, = G 
such that GiIG,-, E X for 1 < i < n. 
If G E ‘$3= then the Hirsch-number of G, denoted by 12(G), is the number of 
torsion-free factors in any &-series of G. We note that since any refinement 
of a &-series is a (Em u LB)-series with the same number of torsion-free 
factors: the Schreier-Zassenhaus Theorem shosvs that h(G) is independant 
of the series chosen and further that h(G) is also the number of torsion-free 
factors in any (6, u @)-series of G. The &,-Ze?lggth of G, denoted bf c,(G), 
is the length of the shortest &-series of G. We remark that for oolycyclic 
groups the Hirsch-number and cyclic-length were first introduced by Hirsch 
in [4] where polycyclic groups lvere called S-groups. We may now state 
Tlneorems B and C, remembering that w is a j&e set of primes.: 
THEOREN B. Suppose G is a subgroup of Q,“, C; is the automor$aism. group 
of G and ,4 is a locally soluble subgroup of I;. Then U is countable, A E ‘!j& , 
the Q-length of A is at most f ( z n, / w 1) and if further A is $nite then the order 
of A is at most f2(n) where fi and f2 are in.teger caked j-unctions. 
THEOREL~ C. Suppose G is a !&-group z&h Hirsch-number at most n, 
U is the automorphism group of G and ,4 is a localiy soluble -wbggroup o,f G. 
Thelz Li is countable, A E VP, and the Hirsch-number of A is at most f&n, j w I) 
for some integer valued junction -f, . 
We fill give an example to shour that we cannot replace Hirsch-number by 
&-length in Theorem C. That is there is no bound on the &-length of A 
in terms of the &,-length of G and 1 w 1. 
The next t\vo main results in the proof of Theorem A2 concern the situation 
where a ‘$,-group His a subnormal subgroup of G mith finiteness restrictioris 
on the centra!izer of H in G. We have first 
Tmoiwbf D. Suppose H is a subnormal !&-subgroup of a locally soluble 
group G such that the centralizer of H in G is finite and the Hirsch-number qf -H 
is at most n. Then G is also a &-group with Hirsch-number at most f (w. 1 w 1) 
for some integer valued function f. 
1 Added in proof: It has recently been pointed out to me that there is some overlap 
between Theorems B and C and some work of R. Baer in Polyminimaxgruppen, Mati:. 
Ann. 175 (19683, l-43. 
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We will give an example to show that the condition that C,(N) has 
Hirsch-number zero, that is Co(H) be finite, is essential to Theorem D in the 
sense that if we suppose that Co(H) is merely a &-group then G is still a 
‘$&-group but there is no bound for the Hirsch-number of G in terms of the 
Hirsch-numbers of H and Co(H) and 1 w 1. 
Secondly we have 
THEOREM E. Suppose G = QH is a group where Q is a finite soluble normal 
subgroup of G and His a subnormal ‘!&-subgroup of G such that the centralizer 
of H in Q is trkial. Then the order of Q is at most g(H) jbfbr some integer valued 
fmction g. 
Before proving Theorem A2 we need to establish one further result 
concerning the case where H is now an ascendant subgroup of G. 
THEOREM F. Suppose G = FH is a group where F is a torsion-free nilpotent 
normal subgroup qf G and H is an ascendant polycyclic subgroup of G such that 
the central&r of H in F is trivial and the Hirsch-number of H is at most n. 
Then F is a !&-group for some Jinite set of primes a and also F has nilpotency 
class at most gl(n) for some integer valued function g, . 
We finally deduce Theorem A2 from Theorems C, D, E and F. 
1.3. An Example 
In the final section of this paper after considering some elementary 
properties of automorphism towers and deducing Theorem Al from 
Theorem A2 we construct the automorphism group tower of the infinite 
dihedral group to establish 
THEOREM G. The automorphism group tower qf a polycyclic group with 
trivial center need not stop aftm jnitely many steps. 
1.4 
In conclusion I should like to express my sincere thanks to 
Dr. J. E. Roseblade for bringing this problem to my notice and for his many 
helpful discussions during its solution. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
2.1. Abelian &-groups 
In this section we prove five elementary results about Abelian $&-groups. 
In these results all groups mill be written in additive notation. 
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LEhIX4 2.1.1. A torsion-free .4beliun group G is isomorphic with a subgroup 
Of Q, n if and only if G has a subgroup K .qlch that K is free Abelian of rank at 
most n and G/K E ~8~. 
Proof. &-ow Qe,?liZil E ~8~ and so if G < Q,” and K = G n P then K 
is free Abehan of rank at most n and G/K E r-&. Conversely if such a K exists 
we suppose that (k, ,..., &j is a Z-basis for K. (We remark here that 
throughout this paper we will use braces { > to denote sets of elements and 
anguiar brackets ( j to denote the subgroup generated by the set of elements 
inside the brackets.) But G/K E I& and so if g E G then s,g E K for some 
w-number sg . Kow sug = ~~~, riski for some integers rig and since G is 
torsion-free and Abelian it is easy to see that the map 
is a well defined isomorphism from G into Qmvi. Hence G can also be 
embedded in Q,“, since n 3 m. 
LEMMAS 2.1.2. Suppose a torsion-free AbeliaTz group A has a subgroup G 
such that G can be embedded in Q,” and A/G is either a Ls,-group or a,finite 
group. Then A can also be embedded in Q,“. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1.1 G has a subgroup K such that K is free abelian 
of rank at most 11 and G/K E L& . Kow also 9 is Abelian and A/G is either 
a L&-group or a finite group and so A/K = iJ(IIK @ X/K for some M and N 
where d!IlK E L&, and N,!K E Ba# and a’ denotes the complementary set of 
prunes to w. Now A is torsion-free and so since X/K E 5, N is also free 
Abelian of rank at most n. But A/N g ~~,~irC E r-3= and so by Lemma 2.l.i) 
-4 can be embedded in Q,“. 
COROLLARS 2.1.3. Suppose an Abelian group A has a subgroup G of finite 
index such that G can be embedded in Q alL. Then there exists a finite subgroup L 
of 9 such that ! L i < 1 A/G 1 and A/L can be embedded in Q,“. 
Proof. Let L be the subgroup of A containing all elements of finite order. 
ThenLnG=l,soLrL+G/GandsoLisfiniteand~Lj<IA/G;. 
Also A/L is torsion-free and G -+ L/L s G and so by Lemma 2.1.2, ,4/E. 
can be embedded in Q,“. 
LEMMA 2.1.4. If an Abelian group A has a subgroup 3 such that B and A/B 
can be embedded in Q,” and Q,” respectively then .4 can be embedded in Qz+?“. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1.1 we may choose groups C and D such that C 
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and D/B are free Abelian of ranks at most IZ and m respectively and B/C and 
A/D are @,-groups. Let 
and consider 
D/B =- (B f dl ,..., B f d,,J 
E = (C, dl ,..., d,). 
Then E is free Abelian of rank at most n - m. Now E + B = D and so 
A/E + B E ~3, . But E f B/Es B,!E n B z (B/C)/(E n B/C) and 
B/C E L& . Hence E + B/E E L&, and so A/E E L&, . Thus by Lemma 2.1.1, 
A can be embedded in QI+m. 
As a corollary of Lemmas 2.1.2 and 2.1.4 we have 
COROLLARY 2.1.5. A is a torsion-free Abelian quotient of a !&-group B 
with h(B) < n if and only if A can be embedded in Q,“. 
Proof. Any quotient of a Q&-group is either a C&-group or else is an 
extension of a finite group by a @,-group. Thus if A is a torsion-free quotient 
of a !&&group B with h(B) < n then the result follows from Lemmas 2.1.2 
and 2.1.4. Conversely A is trivially a !&-group and h(A) < n. 
2.2. Abelian Subgroups of Linear Groups 
In this section we consider the special case of Theorem B where A is 
Abelian and prove 
LEMMA 2.2.1. Suppose G is a subgroup qf u&” and $ is an Abelian group of 
automorphisms of G. Then A E ‘!& , h(A) < f3(n, 1 no )) and, ;f further A is 
finite, [ A 1 < f4(n) for some functions f3 andf, . 
In the proof of this result we will require to use the Dirichlet-Hasse- 
Chevalley Unit Theorem; for a proof and detailed discussion see [12] for 
example. If F is an algebraic number field and S is a union of prime divisors 
of F then the set F, of all 01 EF such that I < 1 for all valuations cp $ S 
is a ring, the ring of S-integers of F. The group of units F,* of F, is called the 
group of S-units of F. The Dirichlet-Hasse-Chevalley Unit Theorem states 
that if S is a union of finitely many prime divisors, say s, and contains all 
Archimedean valuations then F,‘” is the direct product of s - 1 infinite 
cyclic groups and the finite cyclic group LrF of all roots of unity in F. 
If a is a finite set of primes and II is the set of all Archimedean valuations 
of F together with all extensions to F of p-adic valuations of Q with p E a 
then the number of prime divisors in 17 is at most (I w 1 + l)n, where n is the 
degree of F over Q. We will write F, for Ffl and F,* for F=*. We note that 
01 E F, if and only if f (a) = 0 for some polynomial 
f(x) = xT + a,xr-l + ..* + a,? 
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with each ai E Q, . We also note that the Dirichlet-Hasse-Chevalley Knit 
Theorem gives that Fs * is a direct product of a free Abelian group of rank at 
most (I a 1 f 1) n - 1 and a finite cyclic group of order at most 2~. 
We are now able to prove Lemma 2.2.1. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2.1. We remark first that by Lemma 2.1 .l we may 
suppose that Z? < G < Q,” for some m < n. Hence anp automorphism of G 
has a unique extension to an automorphism of Q,“. Thus we may asstime that 
G = Q,‘” for some m < n and so since the functions fa and j& will be 
increasing in z s;Fe may assume that G = Q,“. 
We let TLr = Q” and note that any automorphism of G has a unique 
extension to an automorphism of V which is necessarily Q-linear. We now 
assume that rZ is a group of automorphisms of I’. We first consider the case 
wlilere 4 acts irreducibly on V and secondly complete the proof by induction 
on n. 
Suppose now that 4 acts irreducibly on IT. If B is the ring of all linear 
endomorphisms 6 of V such that 016 = 601 for all 01 E A then by Schur’s Lemma, 
D is a division ring of dimension at most za over Q. If F is the center of D 
then F is a field of dimension at most 9 over Q and A <F. By the Cayley- 
Hamilton Theorem every element cx of A satisfies its characteristic polynomial 
f%. But Ga = G = Q,” and so 
for some aI ,..., a, where each a, E Q, . Hence A < F, and so, since A is 
a group under multiplication, A < F,*. Thus A is a direct product of a free 
Abelian group of rank at most (1 a / + 1) ns - 1 and a finite cyclic group of 
order at most 2n2. Hence A is polycylcic and so A E %& and also 
h(A) < (j zi3 1 + 1) n2 - 1, 
Further if A is finite then 
i A j < 29. 
We next complete the proof by induction on B. If ?I = 1 then A acts 
irreducibly on I’ and so A E ‘$JB and we may take 
&(l, 1 w I> = j w j and f4(l) = 2. 
Suppose now that n > 1 and the result holds for smaller n. If ,4 acts reducibly 
on V then there exists some Q-subspace U of Ir such that 0 < U < V and 
U-4 = C. We suppose jz - Y = dim(U) and then 0 < I’ < n. Also we have 
0 < CT CT G < G and, since g E G and mg E 0 for some integer m together 
imply g E (l/m)?3 = U, G/U n G is torsion-free. Hence 73 n G g QE-’ and 
G/Un GE Q,‘. 
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We recall now that if H/K is a subfactor of G and A < Aut(G), the 
automorphkm group of G, then C,(H/K) is the set of all 01 E A such that 
~-VP E K for all h E H. Kow if D = C,( U n G) and E = C,(G/U n G) 
then A/D and A/E act as groups of automorphisms on U n G and G/U n G 
respectively. Hence by induction 
AIDE%, APE%, 
4W) <f3(n - r, I a I), h(AIEj <.f&, I w I) 
and if further A/D and A/E are finite then 
1 A/D 1 <f&z - r) and I A/E I G./~(T). 
Thus if C = D n E then, since the map Ca --f (Da, Ea) is an embedding 
of A/C in AID x A/E, we have A/C E ‘%& , 
44/C) < f& - r, I w i) + f&-, i w I) 
and if further A/C is finite then 
I A/C I <f& - r).hW. 
Suppose now that (gr ,..., g.??} is a Q,-basis of G such that {g,,, ,..., gn) 
is a Q,-basis of U n G. Then if y E C, y has a matrix of the form 
where y* is an Y by (n - r) matrix with coefficients in Q, . Hence C is iso- 
morphic to a subgroup of Qzn--T). Thus 
AE%~, 
44 d h(n - r, ! w I) +fJy, I a I) + r(n - r) 
and if further A is finite then 
I A I <f@ - ~)fX~i. 
We already have the result if A acts irreducibly on Y and so in both cases 
we have 
AE9-L 
and we may take 
f3(n, / a i) = max{f& - Y, I a 1) +fs(r, I m 1) + r(n - r), 
(~w~+1)?22-1~1~P<“-1) 
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and 
f4(nj = max{f& - ~)f~(r), 2n* 1 I < r < r, - 1;. 
We finally remark thatfa and f4 are clearly increasing in 3 and so the iemma 
holds. 
2.3. SoBble Groups With K?zcxort Abelian Subgroups 
We now turn our attention to considering soluble groups A with al! their 
Abelian subgroups in $1, of bounded Hirsch-number for a fixed finite set of 
primes m and all their finite Abelian subgroups of bounded order. We shall 
prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3.1. Let A be a soluble group of derived length at most r, 
Suppose that $ B is an Abelian subgroup of A then. 3 E vG for some $xed a, 
h(B) < n axd <f-further 3 is$nite then 1 B j < m. Then A E ‘& and 
for some funcfioR f6 . 
MalEev has shown, see [7] or [Sj, that if a is the empty set of primes then A 
is poiycyclic. Our proof of Theorem 2.3.1 will proceed in three stages using 
the methods developed by MalEev. We will first show that the finite radical Q 
of A is finite of bounded order, secondly that the Fitting subgroup E/Q of AiQ 
lies in *& and has bounded Hirsch-number and finally that S/Q E ‘3, and 
has bounded &-length. 
We begin with the following result concerning a locally finite soluble 
group Q. 
LEMMA 2.3.2. Let Q be a locally finite soluble group of deGEed length at 
most I’. Suppose that any Abelian subgroup of Q is finite and has order at most m. 
Then Q is $nite and has order at most fi(r, mj for some j&nction f7 , 
Proof. We note that since Q is locally finite it is sufficient to bound the 
order of any finite subgroup of Q. Hence we may assume that Q is finite and 
show that I Q < f,(~, m). We define the function Jr by induction on Y. 
If F = 1 then by hypothesis we may take 
fi(l, m) = m. 
Suppose now that Y > 1 and?, has been defined for smaller Y. Let R = ,Qir-lil 
where as usuai Qcs) is defined by Q (0) = Qandifs > i,Q(S) = [Q(a-l), Q!s-~)]~ 
(If H and K are any subsets of a group G then [H, K] denotes the subgroup 
of G generated by all [h, k] = h-lhk with h E Hand k E K.) Suppose S is such 
that R < S < Q and S/R is -4belian. We will show that the order of S/R ia 
bounded and the result will then follow. 
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Since R is Abelian we may choose T maximal subject to 1 = T’ < R < 
T < S, where T’ = [T, T]. Then since S’ < R < T < S, T <I S and, by 
the maximality of T, C,(T) = T. Thus S/T acts as a group of automorphisms 
on T, a group of order at most m, and so ] S/T 1 < m! . Now 
I~/RI<I~I=ITI~I~~TI and so 1 S/R j < m(m!). 
Thus induction gives 
and so 
I QiR I <h(y - 1, m(4) 
j Q 1 = 1 R j * I Q/R : < mf7(+ - 1, m(m!)). 
Thus we may take 
f,(r, m) = mf7(r - 1, m(m!)). 
Hence the lemma holds by induction. 
We shall next prove a couple of lemmas concerning a torsion-free nilpotent 
group E. We first recall that the O-rank of an Abelian group A, denoted by 
r,(A), is the cardinal of a maximal independent set of elements of A of infinite 
order. 
LEMM.~ 2.3.3. Suppose E is a torsion-free nilpote& group such that the 
O-rank of any Bbelian characteristic subgroup of E is at most n. Then E is 
nilpotent of class at most 2n. 
Proof. As usual we define the lower central series of E by y,(E) = E 
and if i > 1 then y,(E) = [yiJE), E]. Suppose c is the class of E. If 
~o(~i(Eh+dEN = 0 
then Y~(E)/Y~+~(E) is P eriodic and so, by Theorem 2 on p. 364 of [l], 
yi+i(E)/~i+j+l(E) is periodic for all j >, 0. But E is nilpotent and so yXE) is 
periodic. But E is torsion-free, so yd(E) = 1 and so i > c + 1. Thus if 
i < c, 
~dAWi+,(EN b 1. (“1 
Suppose now that d = [c/2] + 1, where [c/2] denotes the integer part of 
c/2. Now c + 1 < 2H < c + 2, so 
h@N G Y&) < rc+O> = 1 
and so yQ(E) is an Abelian characteristic subgroup of E. Thus 
I&) G n. 
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But by (“j, 
and so 
2n 3 2c - 2d + 2 > 2c - (c + 2) + 2 = c. 
Thus c < 211, as required. 
LEMMA 2.3.4. Suppose E is a torsion-free nilpotent group Tf class at -most c 
szcch that any Abelian subgroup of E lies in !f.& and has Hirsch-number at most n. 
Then E E ‘$I& a?td h(E) < f ( , s c, n, 1 a 1) for sowe functionJ& . 
Proof. We use induction on c to define the function fS . If c = 1 then E 
is Abelian and so the result holds by hypothesis with fs(l, n, 1 m 1) = E. 
Suppose now that c > 1 and the result holds for all groups E of class at 
most c - 1, As usua! we define the upper central series of E by cc;,(E) = 1 
and if i > 0 then &(Ej/&,(E) is the center of E/c,,(E). If B/c,-,(E) is 
,4belian then 3 has class at most c - 1 and so B E ‘& and 
h(3) <fs(c-1,n,;zi3). 
Xow we may choose B maximal subject to l,,(E) < B and B/<,-,(E) is 
-4belian. If bars denote factors modulo [,-a(E) then by the maxiiality of B, 
B = CE(B). lllso since 23’ < b,,(E) < B me have B Q E and so E/B acts 
as an Abelian group of automorphisms on B. Kow since E is torsion-free and 
nilpotent, a result of MalZev shows that E is also torsion-free, see [6] or [Sj. 
Thus B is a torsion-free Abelian quotient of B and so by Corollary 2.13, 
B can be embedded in Qg@r). Hence by Lemma 2.2.1, E/B E (VI and 
h(E,%) < fS(fs(c - 1, n, ; w I), / w i). 
Thus E E (Va and if 
fS(c, n, 1 a 1) = f3(f8(c - 1, n, 1 a i), 1 w i) f fS(c - 1, n, 1 w I) 
then 
h(E) <f&, n, I w I>. 
Hence the lemma holds by induction on c. 
We have the following corollary of the above two lemmas. 
COROLL~Y 2.3.5. Suppose E is a torsion-free local& nilpotent grou$ such 
that any Abelian subgroup of E lies in 5& and has Hirsch-mu&r at most n. 
Then E is nilpotent of class at most 2n, E E !@, and h(E) < fs(n, / w 1) for some 
function f9 . 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.3.3, E is locally nilpotent of class at most 2n and so E 
is nilpotent of class at most 2n. Hence by Lemma 2.3.4, E E ‘$.Jz and if 
f&9 EJ I) =f@z, % i cf :> 
then 
h(E) G f&v I m I>- 
We require one further result before proving Theorem 2.3.1. 
LEMMA 2.3.6. Let D be a soluble group with a finite subgroup Q such that 
D/Q is torsion-free and Abelian. Suppose that any Abelian subgroup B of D 
lies ilz ‘$I$, and h(B) < n. Then D/Q can be embedded in Q,“. 
Proof. If H/Q is a finitely generated subgroup of D,!Q then His polycyclic 
and so is residually fmite, Hirsch [5]. H ence we may choose K a H such 
that H/K is finite and K n Q = 1. Then, since K s KQ/Q, K is an dbelian 
subgroup of D. Thus r,,(K) = h(K) < n. But KQ/Q is of finite index in H/Q 
and so 
r,(HjQ) = r,(KQlQ) = r,(K) < n. 
But H/Q is an arbitrary finitely generated subgroup of D/Q and so 
J-,,(DIQ> < n. 
Now since also Q is finite and D/Q is torsion-free a result of Robinson, 
see Lemma 2.31 of [9] or Lemma 6.14 of [8], shows that there exists a sub- 
group B of finite index in D such that B n Q = 1. But B E BQiQ and so B 
is Abelian and torsion-free. Thus B E ‘& , so BQ/Q E ‘$3, and so BQ/Q can be 
embedded in Q,“. But BQ is of finite index in D and so by Lemma 2.1.2, 
since DiQ is torsion-free, D/Q can also be embedded in B;e,“, as required. 
We now come to the proof of Theorem 2.3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1. We shall prove the result by induction on r. If 
r = 1 then A is Abelian and so A E ‘!@, . But if Q is the set of all elements of A 
of finite order then, since every finite subgroup of A has order at most m, 
Q is finite of order at most m. By Corollary 2.1.5, -4iQ can be embedded in 
Q,” and so 
c,(A) G c&4/Q) + c(Q) < 1~ + I Q I < n + m. 
Thsus we may take 
f6(1, n, ffz, 1 ‘cii i) = n -j- m. 
Suppose now that T > 1 and the result holds for smaller r. Let Q be the 
join of all finite subnormal subgroups of A. Then Q is locally finite and so by 
Lemma 2.3.2, Q is finite of order at mostf,(r, m>. 
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Let bars denote factors modulo 9. Suppose F Q A and F is nilpotent. 
Then, since all subgroups of F are subnormal inF and hence in A and since a 
has no non-trivial finite subnormal subgroups, F is torsion-free. Hence by 
Le;mma 2.3.6, any-Abelian subgroup of P can be embedded in Q,” and SC 
by Lemma 2.3.3, F is nilpotent of class at most 2~. Thus if B is the Fitting 
subgroup of & the join of all the nilpotent normal subgroups of 2: then B is 
locally nilpotent of class at most 212 and so E is nilpotent of class at most 2n. 
Hence by the above work any Abelian subgroup of E can be embedded in Q,” 
and so by Corollary 2.3.5, i? E ‘$I?, and h(E) < f9(n, / rz I). 
We finally show that 2 E ‘$3= and derive a bound on c&ij in terms of 3 
and s = Wf9(q /w / , j the known bound for h(E). Since i? is torsion-free, 
every factor 
zi = S&q&-&E) 
is also torsion-free and so by Corollary 2.1.5, z, can be embedded in Q,“. 
Let C.i = C,(zi), then l?i/Cr, acts as a group of automorphisms on .& . Thus 
if B is an Abelian subgroup of &Ci then by Lemma 2.2-l: BE Y& , 
h(B) <f&s, / w i) and, if further B is finite, 1 B ’ <f,(s). But also -$/ci has 
derived length at most r - 1 since 3(7-l) is an Abelian normai subgroup of X 
and so Lqf7--l! < E < C, ~ Hence by induction A/C’, E ?& and 
&Gj < f& - L.f&, I ‘zis Ij,.f&), j * 1). 
sow if C = &I, C, , the mapping 
Cx -+ (CT&-,..., C&j 
is an embedding of J/C in the direct product A/C, x ‘I. x &Cz’,n. Hence 
,?i/C E 9, and 
c,(rZ/C) < 2nf6(1. - l,fa(s, / a I),f4(s), j w 1). 
It nom remains to consider C. We show that C < E by supposing not and 
obtaining a contradiction. If C < i? then since C is sohrble there exists an 
integer i such that Cci) < B but C+l) 4 E. Now C 4 A and so also 
C+l) -q 2. However, 
C(i-1)E > B = l&(E) > {,,-,(E) > -.. > j,(E) > 1 
is a central series for C+l)E which is therefore a nilpotent normal subgroup 
of ,$. Hence P-1) < E, a contradiction to the choice of i. Thus C < B and 
so C E !JJ, and c,(C) < c,(E). But each factor zi of ,!? can be embedded in 
Q,” and so I!? has a (X,-series with all the factors infinite. Hence c,(E) = !z(E) 
and so 
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where s = fs(n, / w I). Thus Theorem 2.3.1 holds by induction. 
2.4. The Final Step 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem B we require one further result 
which is due to Zassenhaus, see [14] or [S]. If R is a ring with a 1 then GL(n, R) 
denotes the group of all invertible n x n matrices with coefficients in R. 
THEOREM 2.4.1 (Zassenhaus). If R is an integral domain then any locally 
soluble subgroup of GL(n, R) is soluble of derived length at most fro(n) for some 
function fro which may be chosen to be increasing ila n. 
We conclude this section by deducing Theorem B. 
Proof of Theorem B. We first remark that as in the beginning of the proof 
of Lemma 2.2.1 we may assume that G = Qarn for some m < n. Then since 
any automorphism of G is necessarily Q,-linear, U is isomorphic to a sub- 
group of GL(m, Q,) and so Zr is countable. Also by Theorem 2.4.1, A is 
soluble of derived length at most fro(m) <f&z). Then Theorem 2.3.1 
together with Lemma 2.2.1 show that A E ‘5J3, and that A has &-length at 
most fi(n, / w I), where 
f&h I w I> =f6(fi&>,f3h I w 19f4(4, I w I)- 
If further A is finite then Lemma 2.3.2 together with Lemma 2.2.1 show 
that B has order at most fi(n), where 
h(n) = f7(f&>9 fa(n))- 
Thus the proof of Theorem B is now complete. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM C 
3.1. ‘$,-groups with no Non-trivial Finite Subnormal Subgroups. 
In the proof of Theorem C we will require the following result. 
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THEOREM 3.1.1. Suppose G is a $&-group with no Eon-trioi& finite 
sub~wrmal subgroups. Then the Fitting subgroup F of G is nilpotent and torsion- 
pee and G/F is polycyclic. Further F contains all nilpotent subnormal subgroups 
of G. 
Before proving this result we shall establish 
~EXMA 3.12. Suppose that 2 is a subgroup of Q,” and A is a group of 
arctomorphisms of Z isomorphic to Q, for some non-empty set of prims O. Then 
there exists a subgroup B of jinite index A such that Z has a series zchich is central 
z&h respect o B. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n. As in the proof of 
Lemma 2.2.1 it is sufficient to consider the case where Z = Q,“. Since 
a + 0, A is not finitely generated and so as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.I 
there exists a subgroup Y of Z such that Y g lQisr, Z/Y E Q,’ for some r 
with 0 < r < n and YA = Y. We show that A has subgroups BI and B, of 
finite index such that Y and Z/Y have series central with respect to I$ and B, 
respectively. Let C = C,(Y), then A/C acts as a group of automorphisms on 
Y. If C = ! then the subgroup B, exists by induction. If C f 1 then AIC 
is locally finite, so is finite by Lemma 2.2.1 and so we may take B, = C. 
Similarly by considering the action of A on Z/Y the subgroup B, exists. 
Hence we may take B = B, n B, to obtain the required result. 
?Ve remark that the above proof covers the induction step and the case of 
the least possible n and so the lemma holds. 
Proof qf Theorem 3.1.1. Let N be a nilpotent subnormal subgroup of G. 
Since all subgroups of 1v are subnormal in N and so in G and G has no 
nontrivial finite subnormal subgroups, N is torsion-free. Thus by refining 
the upper central series of N and using Corollary 2.1.5, .X has a central 
(X:,-series with all the factors mfinite. Hence N has class at most Iz(N) < k(G). 
Thus if F is the join of all nilpotent subnormal subgroups of G, F must be 
locally nilpotent of class at most h(G) and so nilpotent, see Baer [2] or 
Roseblade and Stonehewer [lo]. Hence F is the unique maximal subnormal 
nilpotent subgroup of G and so F is the Fitting subgroup of 6. We also have 
that F is torsion-free. 
We show that G/F is polycyclic by assuming not and obtaining a contra- 
diction. sow by Theorem 2.12 of [8] there exists some Abelian subnorma. 
subgroup A/F of G/F such that A/F is not finitely generated. Let D/F be the 
set of all elements of AF of finite order, then D/F is locally finite. We show 
first that D/F is finite. Let Zi = &(F)/&,(F), Ci = CD(Zi) and C = (-$=I C, , 
where n is the class of F. Now D/Ci is a locally finite Abehan group of 
automorphisms of Zi . But by Corollary 2.1.5, Z, can be embedded in Q,* 
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for some s, so by Lemma 2.2.1, D/C, is finite and so D/C is finite. But 
is a central series for C and C <I A sn G and so C < F. Thus C = F and D/F 
is finite. 
Kow by Corollary 2.1.5, A/D can be embedded in Qam for some m. But A/F 
is not finitely generated and D/F is finite and so AID is not finitely generated. 
Thus A/D has a subgroup K/D g Q, for some p ~a. Now K/F E 2l,, and is 
reduced and so K/F is residually finite, see [9] pp. 500 and 495 or [8] pp. 148 
and 149 for the result and definitions of ?&, and reduced. So there exists a 
subgroup H/F of finite index in K/F such that H n D = F. Now 
H/F E HD,!D, a subgroup of finite index in K/D = Q= , and so H/F E Q, . 
Let & = c,(F)/&-,(F) and Ci = C&Z,) > F. Now for each i, H/C’, acts as 
a group of automorphisms on Zi and we will show that there exists a subgroup 
BJC, of finite index in H/Ci such that Zi has a series central with respect 
to Bi . If Ci > F then H/C, is locally finite, so by Lemma 2.2.1, H/C, is finite 
and so we may take Bi = Ci in this case. If Ci = F then the result follows by 
Lemma 3.1.2. Thus if B = ny=i Bi then H/B is finite, B > F and F has a 
series which is central with respect to B and so B is nilpotent. But since 
H/F g Q, , H/B is finite and B > F we have B > F. Also since A/F is 
Abelian, B 4 A which is subnormal in G. So B is a nilpotent subnormal 
subgroup of G and B > F, in contradiction to the definition of F. Hence G/F 
is polycyclic, as required. 
3.2. Tzo Lemmas 
In this section we prove two lemmas that we require to complete the proof 
of Theorem C. 
LENIMS 3.2,l. Suppose G is a !j3n-g~oup with no non-t&ialJinite subnormal 
subgroups and that F is the Fitting subgroup of G. Suppose also that the Hirsch- 
laumber of F is at most n. Then the &,-length of G is at most fri(n, ; a I) for some 
function fil . 
Proof. From Theorem 3.1.1, F is nilpotent and torsion-free and so by 
Corollary 2.1.5, each factor of the upper central series of F can be embedded 
in Q,” and so F has a &-series with all factors infinite. Hence F has class at 
most h(Fj ,( n. 
We now use practically the same proof as that in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 
which showed that c,(x) was bounded in terms of r and h(E). If we replace ?i 
by G, E by F, Zi by Zi = ~~(F)/5,(F), Ci by Ci = Co(ZJ and C by 
C = fly=, Ci then we may deduce that 
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from Theorem B instead of using the induction hypothesis. Also as before 
C <Fandso 
c,(G) < n(fi(n, I ‘ci~ I) f 1). 
Hence vve may take 
f&z, 1 P 1) = lZ(f&,, I w 1) + 1); 
LEMMA 3.2.2. Suppose F is a nilpotent torsion-pee &-group with Hirsch- 
number at most n, U is the automorphism group of F and A is a locally soluble 
subgroup of LT. Then L: is countable, A E $&. and the Hirsch-number of A is at 
most fi2(n, j ‘~[i 1) for some function fp2 . 
P7oof. Xow as before by Corollary 2.1.5, each upper central factor of F 
can be embedded in Q=‘“. Thus if Z = t(F) then F/Z is again a nilpotent 
torsion-free ?&-group, h(F/Z) < h(F) and Z can be embedded in Q,“. 
We will prove the result by induction on n. If n = 1 then Z = F and so by 
Theorem B, U is countable, A E Fp, and vve may take 
f&2(1, i m !) =f1(L I w I). 
Suppose now that 7~ > 1 and the result holds for smaller n. We have by 
Theorem B that U/C,(Z) is countable and A/C,(Z) E 9% with Hirsch- 
number at most fi(n, [ w i). Also by the induction hypothesis, U/C&F/Z) 
is countable and AIC,(F/Z) E ‘@, with Hirsch-number at mostf,,(?z - 1, 1 w I)- 
Thus if C = C,(Z) n C,(F/Z) then U/C is countable, ,4/A n C E ‘$3, and 
h&4/A n C) <f&z, j w I) -I- f&z - 1, I w !j. 
T&s it remains to consider C. Let 
F=F, >F,n-, > ... >F, = 1 
be a refinement of the upper central series of F suctl that each F&?‘i,_l can be 
embedded in Q, . We now choose gi E Fi such that F,,!(Fti-l , gi> is locally 
finite. If the maps yi from C into Z are defined by 
Y mi = L-r,&1 
then they are homomorphic. Hence if Ki is the kernel of Fi then CjK, can be 
embedded in Z and so in Qan. Thus if K = ny=, Ki then C/K can be 
embedded in Q$. 
We complete the proof by showing that K = 1. Suppose u-e know that 
[Fael , K] = 1 and y E K. Now since [Fi , Z] = 1, the map g -+ [g, y] is a 
homomorphism from Fi into Z with kernel H, , say. Xow (Fi-, , gi> < Hi 
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and so F,IH$ is locally finite and can be embedded in the torsion-free group 2. 
Thus Hi = Fi and so [Fi , IQ = 1. Hence by induction on i, [F, , K] = 1. 
ButF=F,andsoK= 1. 
Hence C can be embedded in QE” and so C is countable. Thus U is count- 
able, A E ‘$.Jp, and we may take 
f&4 i 75 I> =fi(% I w I) +fi& - 1, /w I) + f2”. 
3.3. The Final Step 
We are now able to prove Theorem C. 
Proof of Theorem C. We again use induction on n. If n = 0 then G is 
finite and so U is finite. Thus A is tin&e and soluble and so A E !& and we 
may take 
fo(O, Iw I) = 0. 
Suppose now that n > 0 and the result holds for smaller n. 
We first suppose also that G has no nontrivial finite subnormal subgroups 
and let F be the Fitting subgroup of G. Then by Theorem 3.1.1, F is torsion- 
free and nilpotent and G/F is polycyclic. Then by Lemma 3.2.2, U/C,(F) is 
countable and A/C,(F) E $lm with Hirsch-number at most fiz(n, j w I). But 
h(F) 2 1, so h(G/F) < n - 1 and so by inductoin lJ/C,(G/F) is countable 
and A/C,(G/F) is polycyclic with Hirsch-number at mostf,(n - l,O). Thus if 
B = C,(F) n C,(G/F) then U/B is countable, A/B n A E ‘p, and 
h(A/B n 4 G$&, I w i) +.A(~ - 1, 0). 
Now by Lemma 3.2.1, the Q-length of G is at most s = fil(n, 1 w I). 
Also it is easy to see that any finitely generated quotient of a subgroup of Q, 
is cyclic and so G/F has a cyclic series of length at most s. Thus 
G = (F, g, 2..., 8,) 
for suitable gr ,..., g, . The maps vi : /I + I;B, gi] are homomorphisms from B 
into F with kernels Ka , say. Then B/K, E ‘!@, and h(B/K,) < h(F) < rt. But 
&, Ki = 1 and so B E !& and h(B) < ns. Thus B is countable and so U is 
countable. Also A E ‘$?, and 
44 d f&, I a I) 4fo(n - LO) + nflil(n, I a i). 
We now return to the case where G is any ‘$,-group with h(G) < a. 
Let P be the join of all finite subnormal subgroups of G, then P is locally 
finite. But also P E 13,) so P must have a t&-series with all the factors finite 
and so P is finite. Thus G/P has no nontrivial finite subnormal subgroups. 
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Also since Q, is torsion-free, if 1 = G, Q Gr Q ... < G, = G is a &=-series 
for G then PIP = GOP/P CJ G,P/P a a** Q G$/P = G/P is a Q-series for 
G/P and also h(G/P) = h(G). Let C = C,(G/P) then U/C and A/C f~ A 
act as groups of automorphisms on G/P. Thus U/C’ is countable, 
A/Cr,AE!&and 
We complete the proof by showing that C is finite. Let D = C&P) then 
C/D acts as a group of automorphisms on P and so is finite. Thus it remains 
to prove that D is finite. Let H = Co(P) and H = H, > H,, > .s* > HO - i 
be a &-series for H. For each i we may choose hi E HS such that Hi,!(-Hi,_l , hi) 
is a direct product of groups His , where p E w and Hi, is either trivial or a 
group of type C,, . The maps Oi : 8 ---f [S, h,] are homomorphisms from D 
into P with kernels& , say. Hence D/Li is finite for each i and so ifL = niEILi 
then D/L is finite. 
It remains now to prove that L is finite. We show firsi that [EI, q = i. 
Suppose we have [Hi-, , L] = 1 and X EL. Then since [Hi, P] = 1, the 
map h -+ $5, A] is a homomorphism from Hi into P with kernel A&, say. 
Hence HJJ& is finite. But Mi > (H,-l, IQ> and HJ(H, , hi) has no 
nontrivial finite quotients and so n/r, = Hi . Thus [Hi, L] = 1 and so by 
induction [H, L] = 1. Now G/H acts as a group of automorphisms on P and 
so is finite. Let 
G = (H, k, ,..., k,). 
The maps & : h --t [A, ki] from L into P are homomorphisms with kernels AT5 , 
say. Then L/.N~ is finite for each i and so if M = (JL, .hri then L/N is finite, 
But [H, L] = 1 and [k( , N] = 1 for each i, so [G, N] = 1 and so AT = 1, 
Thus L is finite and so C is finite. 
Hence C is countable, A E ‘p, and h(A) = h(AjC r~ A) and so we ,may take 
fg(n, I w I) = f&, I w i) tf& - LO) + nf&, I w Ij- 
3.4. An Example 
In this section we give an example to show that Theorem C becomes false 
if Hirsch-number is replaced by Q-length. 
LEMMA 3.41, For each positice integer n there exists a finite cyclic group G 
and an Abelian group A of autowmphisms of G z&h cyclic-lelagth n. 
Proof. Let p, , p, ,..., p, be any distinct odd primes and let Hi be a q&c 
group of order pi generated by gi . We show that we may take 
G = HI x .‘. x H, . Since all the pi)s are distinct, G is cyclic of order 
PI ... P, * 
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Let automorphisms ai of G be defined by 
g,“” = gi if j+i and g%” = g;? 
Then each ai has order two and the group A = (aI ,..., an) is Abelian. So A 
is an elementary Abelian group of order 2” and so has cyclic-length n as 
required. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM D 
4.1. Outline of the Proof of Theorem D. 
We will deduce Theorem D from 
THEOREM 4.1.1. Suppose G is a ‘$=-group and G = FH zyhere F is a torsion- 
free nilpotent normal subgroup of G and H is a subnormal subgroup of G. Suppose 
also that the centralizer of H in F is triwial and the Hirsch-number of H is at 
most n. Then the Hirsch-number of F is at most fi3(n, 1 P I) for some function fi3 . 
The proof of Theorem D will proceed by first showing that GE ‘$Ia , 
secondly by showing that we may suppose that G has no non-trivial finite 
subnormal subgroups, thirdly by showing, by using Theorem 4.1.1, that the 
Hirsch-number of the Fitting, subgroup of G is bounded and finally using 
Lemma 3.2.1. 
We will prove Theorem 4.1.1 by showing that F has bounded nilpotency 
class c and by using induction on c that the Hirsch-number of F is bounded. 
Since our proof of the induction step from c - 1 to c is only valid for c > 3 
we need to consider the cases c = 1 and c = 2 separately. 
4.2. The Key Lemma 
The following result is the main lemma used to establish Theorem 4.1.1 
when F has class at most two. 
LEMMA 4.2.1. Let V be a wector space of jnite dimension ower a field K 
and W be a proper subspace. Suppose that H is a nilpotent group oJ’ linear 
automorphisms of V such that [V, Hj < TV. Then C,(H) is nontriwial. 
Proof. Since [V, H] ,< Wwe have in particular [W, H] < Wand so if H* 
is the set of all restrictions of elements of H to W then H* is a nilpotent 
group of linear automorphisms of W. We first consider the case where H* 
acts irreducibly on W and then use induction on the dimension of W. 
Suppose now that H* acts irreducibly on W. We note that if W = 0 then 
C,(H) = V > 0 and so vve may suppose that W > 0. Also if H* = 1 
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then C,(H) > YY > 0 and so we may also suppose that H* > 1. We first 
show that if 1 + y* E j,(H*) then 1 - y* is non-singular. Now if y* E [,(H”) 
then clearly y* and hence 1 - y* are IF-endomorphisms of W. But W is an 
irreducibie F-space and so by Schur’s Lemma either 1 - y* is non-singular 
or else 1 - y* = 0. Thus if 1 f y* E &(H*) then 1 - y* is non-singular. 
Now since H* > 1 and Hi is nilpotent, [,(H*) > 1 and so we may 
choose y* such that 1 + y* E &(H*). We also choose y E N such that yx is 
the restriction of y to W. We next show that C&J) > 0. We remark here 
that 1. - y* is non-singular if and only if C,(y”) = 0 and so we need to find 
elements in Y7 1, W lvhich are fixed by y. 
Suppose .x E Y\ W and that q = x + c, where c E W. Thus if z E- IYP 
Hence x + w is fixed b,; y if and oni)r if 
c = ZJji - y”). 
Xow by the choice of y”, 1 - y* is non-singular and so if 
w = c(I - yk)-l 
then zu E W and x T z is fixed by y and so C&) > 0. We next shox that 
x + EL’ E C,(H). 
Suppose now that a: E H and XX = x + a, where a E FY. In order to show 
that x f w is fixed b!; (x. we first obtain a formula for a in terms of w. Suppose 
also that z* is the restriction of 31 to W, then 
xs-1 = y _ aa*-l 
and so 
X[%, y] = xa-1y-1,Y;I 
=+ - a&l)y-lay 
_ @ _ cy*-l -aa*-lyT-')ay 
= (x + a _ cy"-l,r _ a,*-ly*-l$k)y 
= "y -+ c -; ay* -cy*-la"y* -aja*,y*J 
= x + c(i - a") - a(1 - y*j, since y* E <,(H”). ( 
But from (I) if 01% = 1 then 
Xi%, y] = X - a(1 - y"). 
Kow as usual we define jol, ?y] for nonnegative integers r by [01, Oy] = !x and 
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if r > 0 then b, A = I%, ,-Irl, 71. H ence for all 01 E H and all positive 
integers Y, 
x[a, $“y] = x + (-l)r{u(l - y*) - c(1 - &))(l - y*)T-l. 
Now His nilpotent and so there exists an integer r such that [a, rr] = 1 and so 
(-l)‘{a(l - y*> - c(1 - cX”)}(l - y*)T-r = 0. 
But 1 - y* is nonsingular, so 
a(1 -7”) - c(1 - a*) = 0 
and so 
a = c(1 - a”)(1 - y”)-1. 
Now (II* and y* commute and so, since c(1 - y*)-l = w, we have 
Hence 
a = w(1 - a*>. (2) 
(x+w)u-x-w=x+a++a*--x-w 
= a - w(1 - CX”) 
s 0, bY (2). 
Thus x + w is fixed by z and so, since ct is an arbitrary element of H, 
x + w E C,(H). Hence C,(H) > 0. 
It now remains to complete the proof by using induction on the dimension 
of W. If dim(W) = 0 or 1 then H* acts irreducibly on Wand so C,(H) > 0, 
as required. Suppose now that dim(W) = m > 1 and the result holds if W 
has smaller dimension. If H* acts irreducibly on W then we already have the 
required result. If not then there exists an He-subspace Wr of W such that 
dim( WI) and dim( W/ W,) are both less than fn. By considering the action of H 
on V/W, we have by the induction hypothesis that if V,jWl = CvIwl(H) 
then VI/WI > 0. Now VI is a subspace of V and [VI , H] < WI < VI. 
Thus by induction Cvl(H) > 0 and so C,(H) > 0. Hence the lemma is 
proved. 
We note that the lemma becomes false if the nilpotency condition on H is 
dropped. For example if the characteristic K of K is not two we may take V 
to have dimension two with basis (x, y} and W to be the subspace spanned 
by y. Let c(. and B be the automorphisms of V given by 
m=x+y, y’y. = Y, x/3 = x and YP = -Y 
and take H = (01, /3). Then clearly [V, H] = W. If sx + ty E C,(H), where 
s, t E K, then 
sx + ty = (sx + ty)/3 = sx - ty, 
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and so s = 0. Thus C,(g) = 0. However, we clearly have 6s = 1, cy has 
order k and $-1@ = 01-r and so His a dihedral group of order 2k. But K # 2, 
so H has no center and so H is not nilpotent. 
As a corollary of Lemma 4.2.1 we have 
COROLLARY 4.2.2. Suppose D is a torsion-free AbeEan group of JimYe rauk 
and B is a subgroup of D of smaller rank. Suppose also that H is a nilpotent 
group of automorphisms of D such that [D, H] < B. Then C,(H) is nontrivial. 
LPTOO,f Let V be the Q-space spanned by D, then since D has finite rank, 
V is of finite dimension over Q. Let W be the subspace of V spanned by B, 
Since the rank of B is smaller than the rank of D, W is a proper subspace of V. 
Now any automorphism of D has a unique extension to a linear automorphism 
of V and so we may consider H as a group of automorphisms of V. But 
[V, H] < W and so by Lemma 4.2.1, C,(H) is a nontrivial subspace of V. 
However, D spans V and so C,(H) = D n C,(H) is also non-trivial 
4.3. Proof of Theorem 4.1.1. 
We begm by establishing one further technical lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3.1. Suppose G is a ‘$*-group and G = AH, where A is a normal 
subgroup sf G and H is a subnormal subgroup of G. Suppose also that A is 
torsion-free and nilpotent of class at most two and [A, r&H)] = 1 for some 
infeger m. Then either C,(H) > 1 OY else Ai(A n H)Z is locally finite zxhere 
Z = I if A is Abelian and Z = <,(A) ;f A is not Abelian. 
Proof. We note first that Zchar A q G and so Z c G. Also A n H Q T-i 
and so (A n H)Z is normalized by H. But A/Z is Abelian, so (A n H)Z < A 
and so (A (7 H)Z Q G. Let B/(A :? H)Z be the set of all elements of 
A!(A n H)Z of finite order. Then B/(A A H)Z is Iocahy finite and so we may 
suppose that A > B and show that C,(H) > 1. 
As usual if X and Y are any subsets of G and r is any non-negative integer 
then we define [X, .Y] by [X, OY] = <X> and if T > 0 then [X, ,Y] = 
[[X3 +.rY], Y]. Kow since A <I G and H Q-’ G for some integers, [A, &I < 
A n H < B. Aiso [A, oH] = A d B and so there exists an integer r such 
that [A, .$Fj < B but [A, .r+lm < B. Thus we may choose x E: [A, .rHj \ B 
and !et D = (x, B). Xow 
B/(A n H)Z char A,/(A n H)Z c G/(A i? H)Z 
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and so B Q G. Then, 
Let a be the group of automorphisms of D induced by transforming with 
elements of H. Then i!? g H/C,(D). But 
and so H is nilpotent. Now A/Z is a torsion-free Abelian quotient of a 
!&-group and so by Corollary 2.1.5, A/Z has finite rank. But also A/B is 
torsion-free and D > B and so B/Z has smaller rank than D/Z. Hence by 
considering the action of i7 on D/Z and using Corollary 42.2, 
C,!,@q # 1. 
Thus we may choose y E D \ Z such that [y, B] < Z. Let D, = <y, Z) 
then since Z < <,(A), Dl is Abelian and also since D, < A, D, is torsion-free 
and has finite rank. But since D, > Z and A/Z is torsion-free, Z has smaller 
rank than Dl . Finally 
[Dl , i7] = [Dl , H] < [y, HIGIZ, HIG < ZG = Z 
and so by Corollary 4.2.2 with D, for D and Z for B we have C,JR) > 1. But 
and so C,(H) > 1, as required. 
Vi’e are now able to prove 
LEMMA 4.3.2. If in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.1 ,F is Abelian 
then the Hiksch-number of F is at most fie(n, ; z~ I) for some function fi4 . 
Proof. Since H as G for some integer s and F Q G, [ F, SH] < F n H. 
But F n H 4 G since F is Abeiian, F n H Q H and G = FH. Hence by 




KG = KHF = KF = K[K, F] < H. 
5iow KG Q G and so if A = C,(KG), F/A acts as an Abelian group of 
automorphisms on KG. But h(KG) < h(H) < n and so by Theorem C, 
F/A E ‘@, and 
W/A) Gfo(n9 I w 0. 
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IOWA =r”n Cc(I(G) a G an d so G* = AH is a group, A is a torsion- 
free Abelian normal subgroup of G*, H sn G* and [A, K] = 1. But 
K = ym(H) and so by Lemma 4.3.1 either C,(H) > I or else A/A n H is 
locally finite. But C,(H) < C,(H) = 1, so we must have A/A n H is locally 
finite and so h(A) = h(A n H) < h(H) < a. Hence, since F/A E !J& , 
h(Fj = h(F/A) + h(A) <fo(n, : w ;j f n. 
Thus we may take 
f1*(n, I w I) = f&n, I w I) + fi* 
We will next extend Lemma 4.3.2 to the case where F is nilpotent of class 
at most two. 
LEMM~Z 4.3.3. If z?z addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 .I, F is nil- 
potent of class at most two then the Hirsch-number of F is at most .f15(n, [ w \j 
j%r some function fi5 . 
Proof. Now H qS G for some integer s and F 4 G and so [F, SH] < F n H. 
But F n H q H and if Y = j,(F), Y 4 G and so (F n HjY is normalized 
by H. Also F/Y is Abelian, so (F n H)Y 4 F and so (F 1-1 HjY < FH = G. 
But 
[F, 31 G (F n WY 
and so if m = 1 $ (3 and K = y,m(Hj then by Theorem 2 of Hall [3], 
Hence 
[K, F] < (F n HjY- 
KG = KH” = KF = K[K? F] < HY. 
Now KG Q G and so if A = C,(KG), F/A acts as a nilpotent group of 
automorphisms on Kc. But h(KG) < h(HY) and since HY/Y s H/H n Y 
which has a (K, u Lg)-sreies with at most h(H) torsion-free factors and 
HYE ‘Q;, , h(HY) < h(Y) $ h(H). But by Lemma 4.3.2 applied to the 
group YH = HY, 
Thus by Theorem C, F/A E 13, and 
h(F/A) < fO(f&, i w I) f IZ, 1 w Yj. 
Sow A = C,(KG) n F and so 4 ~j G. But also [A, K] = I and K = ym(H) 
and so vve may apply Lemma 4.3.1 to the group AH to obtain either 
C,(H) > ! or else A&4 n H)Z is locally finite where 2 = 1 if A is Abelian 
and 2 = <,(A) if A is not Abelian. The first alternative is impossible since 
C,(H) < C,(H) = 1 and so the second must occur. 
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Now since A/Z is a torsion-free Abelian quotient of a ‘!&-group we have 
by Corollary 2.1.5, ,4/Z E ‘$, . Thus since A/(A n H)Z is locally finite, 
h(A/Z) = h((A n H)Z/Z). 
But(AnH)Z/ZgAnn/ZnZY<I9/ZnHandso(AnH)Z/Zhasa 
(& u @)-series with at most h(H) torsion-free factors. Hence 
h&z) < h(H) < 12. 
Also by Lemma 4.3.2 applied to the group ZH, 
h(Z) <f&9 I w I>* 
But since F/A and A/Z are !&-groups, 
h(F) = h(F/A) -j- h(A/Z) + h(Z) 
and so if 
fi&, i a I> =M I w I) + t, 
where t = fir(n, j w 1) + n, then 
as required. 
We next consider the case where F is known to be of class at most c and 
prove 
LEMMA 4.3.4. If in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.1, F is nilpotent 
of class at most c then the Hirsch-number of F is at most fis(c, n, I w I) for some 
function fi6 . 
Proof. We will define the function fi6 by induction on c. By Lemmas 4.3.2 
and 4.3.3 we may take 
fk(L % I w i) =fi4(nS ! w I) and fi6(2, n, 1 w i) = f&(n, / w I). 
We now suppose that c > 3 and the result holds for smaller c. We choose a 
group B maximal subject to B char F and B has class at most c - 1. Then 
B 4 G and so the induction hypothesis applied to the group BH gives 
h(B) <fiG(c - 1, n, I w i). 
We now let C = C,(B), then F/C acts as a group of automorphisms on B 
and so by Theorem C, F/C E Cp, and 
h(W) <f,(f& - 1, n, I w I), I w 1). 
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Hence it remains to consider a bound for h(C). We do this by proving that 
C < B. If not then since C is soluble there exists an integer r such that 
Let D = Cir), then D char C and also since B char F, C char F. Hence 
D charF and also BD charF. We let E = BD then E > B. We will show 
that E has class at most c - 1 and so the maximality of B will be contradicted. 
Kow since [B, D] = [D, B] < [C, B] = 1, 
Hence 
E’ = [B, B][B, D][D, B][D, D] = BID’. 
since 
[B’, D][D’, B][D’, D] < [B, D][D, B][C”+l), D] < [Bz D] = 1. 
But y&3) < ys(E) and so ys(E) = ys(B). Now if 
then 
~$4 = Y@)[Y,-I(% Dl = Y,@!. 
Thus by induction on s, y,(E) = y,(B) for all s > 3. But y,(B) = 1 and c > 3 
and so y,(E) = 1. Hence E is a characteristic subgroup of F of class at most 
c - 1. But E > B in contradiction to the maximality of B. Hence C < B and 
so h(C) < h(B). 
But h(F) = h(F/Cj + /z(C) and so we may take 
to obtain the required result. 
We remark here that the proof of the induction step given for Lemma 4.3.4 
would not be valid in the case where c = 2 since we are unable to prove that 
ys(E) = y&B), so E may not be Abelian and so no contradiction would arise. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 4.1.1. 
Proof c$ TJreorem 4.1.1. The result will clearly follow from Lemma 4.3.4 
once we have a bound for c, the class of F, in terms of n and 1 w i. We shall do 
this by using Lemma 2.3.3. 
If A is an Abelian characteristic subgroup of F then A 4 G and so the 
group AH satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4.3.2. Hence h(A) < fi4(n, j w 1) 
and so by Lemma 2.3.3, F is nilpotent of class at most 2fi$(n, / w I). Thus by 
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Lemma 4.3.4 if 
then /z(F) <f&n, 1 a I), as required. 
4.4. Proof of Theorem D. We first show- that GE ‘$, . Suppose 
H qs-l K Q G and we have that KE ‘$, . Now G/C,(K) acts as a locally 
soluble group of automorphisms on K and so lies in !& by Theorem C. But 
C,(K) < C,(H), which is a finite soluble group. Thus induction on s shows 
that GE!-&. 
We now establish Theorem D in the case where G has no nontrivial finite 
subnormal subgroups. Let F be the Fitting subgroup of G then by 
Theorem 3.1.1, F is nilpotent and torsion-free. But further C,(H) < C,(H), 
which is finite and so C,(H) = 1. Hence by Theorem 4.1.1 applied to the 
group FH, 
WI Gfi& I m I>- 
Thus by Lemma 3.2.1, 
Suppose now that G is any group satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem D. 
Let P be the join of all finite subnormal subgroups of G and bars denote 
factors modulo P. Then as in the proof of Theorem C, P is finite, GE !& , 
h(G) = h(G) and h(f7) = h(H/H n P) = h(H). 
Let C = C,(HP/P) then C = Cc(n). We will show that C is finite. By 
using a similar method to that in the proof of Theorem C which showed 
there that C,(G/P) was finite we have here that C,(H) is a subgroup of finite 
index in C. But C,(H) < C,(H) which is finite and so C is finite. Hence C 
is finite. Thus the group G satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem D and further 
G has no nontrivial finite subnormal subgroups. Hence by the above work, 
But h(G) = H(c) and so we may take 
to obtain the required result. 
4.5. Ax EXAMPLE. In this section we give an example to show that the 
condition that C,(U) has Hirsch-number zero, that is C,(H) is finite, is 
essential to Theorem D in the sense that there is no bound for the Hirsch- 
number of G in terms of the Hirsch-numbers of H and C,(H). This follows 
immediately from 
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LEXMA 45.1. For each positive integu n there exists a po&cyclic group G 
and a subnormal subgroup H such that h(G) = n + I, h(Hj = 1 and 
h(C,(H)) = 2. 
Proof. Let A be a free Abelian group of rank n with basis (x1 ,..., xn> 
and also let x0 = 1. We define the automorphism cx of -4 by 
for 1 < i < n. If now i > 0 we let Ai = (x0 ,..., xij and G, = (A1 ~ zj 
and show that we may take G = G, and H = G, . Now for each i > 1, 
[xi , .4,-r] = 1 and [xi, a] = xi-r E G,-r , so G,-r Q G; and so H sn G. 
Further ~11 clearly has infinite order and so h(H) = 1 an.d 1 = A, 4 L4l < ..* 
4 9, G G is a cyclic series for G with each factor infinite and so 
h(G) = n + 1. 
We complete the proof by showing that C,(H) = Gl . We clearly have 
Gr < C,(H). Suppose now that aawL E C,(H), where a E A and wz is an 
integer. Then since OL E H < C,(H) we also have a E C,(H) and so in partic- 
ular a = n-%x If 
a = q1 . . . XT 
then 
andsowehavemi=mifmn,+,forl view-l.Thusm,=...=~?~,,=O 
and so a E A, < Gr . But 01 E G, , so ax’* E Gr and so Co(H) = Gl . But 
1 = A,, < A, 4 Gr is a cyclic series for Gr with each factor infinite, so 
h(Co(H)) = 2 and so the lemma holds. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM E 
5.1. Outline of the Proof of Theorem E. 
The proof of Theorem E follows similar lines to that of Theorem D. We 
first suppose that Q is nilpotent and show that its order is bounded in terms 
of H and its class c, secondly that c is bounded in terms of H and finally that 
it is sufficient to consider the Fitting subgroup of Q. We remark that 
Lemma 4.2.1 is again the key lemma in the case where Q has class at most two. 
We first require some information about finite soluble groups of auto- 
morphisms of ‘@,-groups. 
481/16/3-j 
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5.2. Finite Soluble Groups of Automosphisms of t&-Groups 
If H is a ‘!&-group we define a sequence of characteristic subgroups 
F,,, P,,F, ,..., P,,Fi ,... of H by F, = 1, Pi/Fii-r is the join of all finite 
subnormal subgroups of HIF,-1 and FJP, is the Fitting subgroup of Hip,. 
Then as in the proof of Theorem C, PI is finite and H/P, E @, . Then 
Theorem 3.1.1 gives that F,/P, is nilpotent and torsion-free and further H/F1 
is polycyclic. Hence by induction on i, Pg/Fiml is finite and F,iP, is nilpotent 
and torsion-free for all i. But since F,/Pi # 1 if HIP, # 1 and HIF, has the 
maximal condition for subgroups we have F,, = H for some integer n. Since 
each Pi/F,, E !J.& and FJPi E !& we must have PhcH)+r = H. We will show 
that the order of any finite soluble group of automorphisms of H is bounded 
in terms of 1 P,/F,, / and h(Fi/Pi) for 1 < i < n + 1 if h(H) < n. We first 
prove 
LEMMA 5.2.1. Suppose F is nilpotent torsion-free !&-group and h(F) < n. 
Then ifQ is a jinite soluble group of automorphisms of F then 1 Q 1 < f17(n) for 
some function fi7 . 
Proof. Let 2 = [r(F) th en as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.2, F/Z is a 
nilpotent torsion-free ‘$.&-group and h(F/Z) < h(F). We prove the result by 
induction on 12. If n = 0 then F = 1, so Q = 1 and so we may take fiT(0) = 1. 
Suppose now that n > 0 and that fr, has been defined for smaller n. Then 
since h(F/Z) < n - 1, 
I Q/GWz)i G f4n - 1). 
But by Corollary 2.1 S, Z can be embedded in Q,” and so by Theorem B, 
,I Q/W0 G fi(n). 
However, if C = C,(F/Z) n Co(Z) then for all x E F the map y -+ [y, X] is 
a homomorphism from the finite group C into the torsion-free group Z and 
so is trivial. Hence [C, F] = 1 and so C = 1. Thus we may take 
fi7(n) = f& - 1) . h(n) 
to obtain the required result. 
We are now able to prove 
THEOREM 5.2.2. Suppose Q is a Jinite soluble group of autonsorphisms of a 
!&-group H. Suppose also that h(H) < n, 1 PJFiml 1 < mi and h(F~iP,) < pi, 
where the groups Pi and Fi are as above. Then the order of Q is at most 
fls@, m, ,..., m,+, , f-1 ,.-., r,) 
for some fumtion fig . 
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Proof. We first prove the result if Fl = H and then use inductoin on n. 
Suppose now that Fl = K, then by Lemma 5.2.1, 
I QIG(WP,)l B f&z). 
,4lso since j PI i < ml , 
and so if C = C,(H/P,) n C,(P,), 
Now H/P, has a cm-series of length at most rr and so, since HjP,C,(P,) is 
finite, H/P,C,(P,) has a cyclic series of length at most r, . Hence by using a 
similar method to that in the proof of Theorem C which showed there that D 
was finite we can show here that 
Thus ?ve have 1 Q i < tl , vvhere 
t, = f&J . (m,!) . (m?). 
Ifn=OthenH==P,andsoj~~<~!.Thuswemaytake 
f&O, ml) = m,! . 
Suppose now that n > 0 and the result holds for smaller n. Then 
h(H/FJ < a - I and so 
I Q,WW’dI B t, , 
where 
t, = fis(n - 1, m4 ,..=, m,,, , rp ,..., r,). 
But by the above work, 
i Q/C&‘$ < tl- 
Thus it remains to bound the order of D, where D = C,(H/F,j n C&?$. 
Now H/F, is polycyclic and has a cyclic series of length at most s, where 
s = m2 +-rz+ *-* -+ mn t I, -j- m*+1 .
Thus we may suppose that 
H = <Fz , A, ,..., hs> 
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for some 12, ,..., /zs . Now the maps CJZ+ from D into FI defined by y@* = [y, hi] 
are homomorphic with kernels Ki , say. Since D is finite, Dmi < PI and so 
1 D/Ki 1 < m, for each i. But fibI Ki = 1 and so 
I D i < mlS. 
Hence we may take 
f&a, ml ,..., m,+l , rl ,..., r,) = tz . tl . mls 
to obtain the required result. 
As a technical corollary which will be required later we have 
COROLL.4RY 5.2.3. Suppose a is a szlbnormal subgroup of a group H = H/L, 
where L is a finite normal subgroup of a $&-group H. If Q is a finite soluble group 
of automol-phsms of K, then the order of Q is at mostf,,(H) for some function fig . 
Proof. We now denote the sequence of subgroups of H defined at the 
beginning of this section by FO,H , Pl,H ,... and define similar sequences for 
the groups i%? and R. Now since each Pi.f,lFi-l,a is finite and each Fi+,iPi,g 
is nilpotent and contains all nilpotent subnormal subgroups of B/Pi,, and 
since subgroups of finite or nilpotent groups are finite or nilpotent respectively, 
it is easy to see that Pi,, = Pi,a n K and Fi,g = Fi,g n g-for each i. Hence 
We now note that L < PI,H and so Pii,E = PiJL and Fi,g = Fi,H/L for 
each i 2 1. Hence also 
and 
h(Fi,dPi,,) = A(Fii.HIPw) 
for each i > 1. Thus by Theorern 5.2.2 we may take 
f,,(H) = f&, ml ,..., m,+, , rl ,..., r,). 
where n = h(H), m, = 1 Pa,H/Fi-l,, I and ri = h(Fi,H/Pi,H). 
5.3. Proof of Theorem E 
We need one further result before proving Theorem E in the case where Q 
is nilpotent of class at most two. The proof of this result will depend on 
Lemma 4.2.1. 
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LE!MMIA 5.3.1. Suppose G = AH is a group such that A is a finite Abe&an 
normal subgroup of G and H is a subnormal subgroup of G. Suppose aiso that 
[A, rm(H)] = 1 for some integer m and [A, H] < A. Then C,(H) > 1. 
,Droof. Since A is a finite ,4belian group it is the direct product of its 
Sylow-p-subgroups A, . Kow A, char A and A Q G a16 so [AD i H] < A, , 
But if [A, , IYj = A, for all primesp then [A, Hj = A, a contradiction. Thus 
[AA, I H] < A, for some p and so we maq’ suppose that A is a p-group. If 
r is an integer we denote the subgroup of A containing all elements of order 
at most pr by B,. . We let C = [A, H] then since C < ;4 there exists some 
integer s such that B,-, < C but B, < C. Sow for ail Y, BT char A < G and 
so 3, 0 G. Hence 
[B, , H] < 3, n C < B, . 
But B,-r < B, n C and so if bars denote factors modulo B,-, then 
However, B, is an elemental?; *4belian p-group of finite order and so may be 
considered as a finite dimensional vector space over the field ofp elements. 
Hence by Lemma 4.2.1, CR,(a) > 1. Thus we mai; choose y E B, \ II,-, 
such that [y, H] < B,-, . But y E A and 1 = A’ < A <3 G and so 
[y”“-: H] = [y, H]p”-l < l3;:;’ = 1. 
Thus y”“-’ E C,(H) and since y $ B,-, , y”‘-* f I. Hence C,(H) > 1 as 
required. 
We are now able to prove 
LE~IA 5.3.2. If in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem E, Q is nilpotent 
of class at most two then the order of Q is at most f&,(H) for some function fzo . 
Proqf. Since H oS G for some integer s and Q ==z~ G, [Q,sH] < Q r! H. 
We first consider the special case where [Q, :H] < 2 n H for some integer t, 
where Z = &(Q). We note that this will alwa>Ts be so if Q is Abelian for then 
Z = Q. We also suppose that H g L/M where L E ‘@-:, and ,%!I is finite. 
Xow ZcharQqG, so ZaG and so ZnHcH. But Z={,(Q), so 
Z n H d Q and so 2 n H 4 QH = G. Thus b!- Theorem 2 of Hall [3] 
ifm=l+ (3 and K = ym(H) we have 
KS1 GZnf-f. 
Hence 
KG = KHQ = KQ = K[K, Q] < H. 
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Now Kc a G and so if B = C,(KG) then Q/B acts as a finite nilpotent group 
of automorphisms on KG. Thus since KG Q H G L/M we have by 
Corollary 5.2.3 that 
I Q/B I d f,,(L). 
We next show that B < Z n H. If not then since [B,,H] < 2 n H there 
exists an integer r such that 
[B,,H] % ZnH but LB, ,+&I d z n H. 
We now choose x E [B, rH] \ (2 n H) and let 
A=(BnZnH,x). 
Then since 2 = [i(Q), A is Abelian. 
We now consider the action of H on A. Since B = Q n CG(KG) we have 
B Q G and so 
Hence 
[x, H] < [B, r+lH’J < B n Z n H a G. 
Butx$ZnH,soA>BnZnH>[A,H]andfurtherAcjAH.How- 
ever, [B, K] = 1 and so since A < B, [A, K] = 1. Thus since K = ym(H) 
we may apply Lemma 5.3.1 to the group AH to obtain C,(H) > 1. But 
C,(H) < C,(H) = 1, a contradiction. Hence B 6 Z n H < H. But H E ‘$, 
and so B has order at most 
where h(H) = n and Pi,H and Fi,H are as in Section 5.2. But as in the proof of 
Corollary 5.2.3 we have 
and so if 
We remark here that n = h(H) = h(L) and sofa,, is indeed a function of L 
only. 
We now return to the general situation. We first define an increasing 
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sequence of subgroups Ci of Q by induction on i. We take CO = Z = &(Qj 
and if i > 0 then 
ci;ci-, = c,,,,.JHc,,,ic,~,). 
For this definition to be valid we need to show that if CiVl < G then Ci Q G. 
But R normalizes Ci and since 2 < Ci < Q and Q has class at most two, 
Cg 4 Q. Hence C, ==ZJ QH = G and so the groups Ci are well defined. But Q 
is 6nite and so there exists an integer i such that C, = C,,r . Thus if ‘bars 
denote images modulo Ci then CO(R) = 1. Then, since fT c H/H n Ci and 
H r? C, is finite, i7 E $3, . Also Q is -4belian and so we have by the special case 
appfied to the group G = QB with H for L and H r! CI for M that 
But [C$, ,HJ < 2 4 G and [C; , SH] < [Q: &] < Q n -H. Hence If 
t = maxii, s> then 
and so we have by the special case applied to the group CiH, 
Hence 
as required. 
We next consider a bound for ! Q j in the case where Q is nilpotent of class 
at most c. We shall prove 
LESUVL~ 53.3. xf in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem E, Q is nilpotent of 
class at most c then the order of Q is at mo~tJ.~(H, c)fir some function fzl . 
Proof. We use induction on c. By Lemma 53.2 we may take 
f,,W 1) = f,,W 2) = f&lW 
We now suppose that c > 3 and the result holds for smaller c. We choose a 
group B maximal subject to B char Q and B has class at most c - 1. Then 
B Q G and so by induction applied to the group BH me have 
i B i < f,,(H, c - 1). 
Nova if C = C,(B) then Q/C acts as a group of automorphisrnr on I? and so 
: QiC I < if&H, c - 1)Y. 
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But as in the proof of Lemma 43.4, C < B and so 
Thus we may take 
I c I <f2lW, c - 1). 
f&Y 4 = (fdff, c - 1) !)f,lW, c - 1) 
to obtain the required result. 
We require one further result before proving Theorem E. 
LEMMA 53.4. Suppose Q is a finite nilpotent group such that the order of 
any Abelian characteristic subgroup of Q is at most m. Then Q is nilpotent of 
class at most 2m. 
Proof. Let c be the class of nilpotency of Q. Then if i < c, 
] ~,(Q)/~i,l(Q)l 3 2 and so for all i we have 
j yi(Q)l > 2c+1-i > c + 1 - i. 
Suppose now that d = [c/2] + 1, where [c/2] denotes the integer part of c/2. 
Then c + 1 < 2d, so yd(Q) is Abelian and so 1 rd(Q)I < rn. Hence since 
2d < c + 2, 
2nz > 2(c + 1 - d) > 2c + 2 - c - 2 = c 
and so the lemma holds. 
Proof of Theorem E. Let Q* be the Fitting subgroup of Q then Q* 
char Q Q G and so Q* Q G. But if A is an Abelian characteristic subgroup 
of Q* then A 4 G and so by Lemma 5.3.2 applied to the group AH we have 
Hence by Lemma 5.3.4, Q* has class at most 2ja,,(H) and so by Lemma 5.3.3, 
Now if C = Co(Q*) then since Q is soluble, C < Q* and so 
IQI = ;QjCI-ICI <(IQ*I!)~IQ*I. 
Thus we may take 
to obtain the required result. 
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6.1. A Basic Lemma 
We will require the following technical lemma in the proof of Theorem F. 
as usual if g, ,..., g, are elements of a group G then [g,j = gI and if n > I 
then I% -g,l = [I% ,... ,g,-J,g,l. 
LEMMA 6.1.1. Suppose G is any group and B and H are subgroups oi G 
such that B c G, B is nilpotent of class at most two, B = (XH) and H = (Y) 
-for some$nite subsets X and Y of G. Suppose further that for each integer n > 5, 
X, is the finite set of elements of the form [x, y1 , . . . . yn] with x c X and yi E Y 
for each i. Ther, for each n, 
P, HI = <ZnK, kc2 3 fq-9 
for some ftnite subset Z, of G. 
Proof. We remark first that this lemma is similar to equation (1) on p. 429 
of [lo]. Suppose novv that M is a subgroup of G generated by a subset N and L 
is a subset of G. Then as in Lemma 4 of Hall [3], 
[L, M] = [L, Aq”. (11 
I\‘ow if X = (9 j x E X and h E H) then by (1) we have 
p, Kl = PC fv. 
But clearly [X, H] = [X, HIH and also by (l), 
[X, H] = [X, Y]” = (Xl)5 
Thus 
[B, Hj = (Xl)HB. 
But since B 4 G, HB = BH and so 
[& Hj = (X;H, [Xl, BIH). 62 
Kow if for each n > 1, T,t = ([z, x] 1 2: E XT, and x E X) then 7’, is finite 
and since BH = (X, Y), we have by (1) that 
BH] = (TfH, X:5). 
But T, < B’ and B is nilpotent of class at most two, so ( TzH> = ( TcqK> and 
so 
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Hence if 2, = XI and 2, = Z,, V X, V T,, for n > 1 then Z, is 
finite and induction on n gives 
[B, HI d GH, [XT, 1 W). 
But since [B, H] 4 BH we have (ZnH, [X% , BIH) < [B, H] and so 
[B, HI = GH, FG > WV, 
as required. 
6.2. Proof of Theorem F 
We will require the following lemma in order to prove Theorem F in the 
case where F has class at most two. 
LEMMA 6.2.1. Suppose in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem F, that F 
has class at most two a& 4 is a Jinitely generated subgroup of F. Then 
h(A) < 2fi&, 0). 
Proof. We first define a sequence of normal subgroups Ci of F, as in the 
proof of Lemma 53.2, by C,, = Z = cl(F) and if i > 0 then 
We first prove the result when A < Ci for some i. Let B = BH and suppose 
A = (X) and H = (Y) for some finite subsets X and Y. Then if Xi is as in 
Lemma 6.1.1, 
Hence [X, , B] = 1 and so by Lemma 6.1.1 applied to the group BH, 
LB, Kl = GH>, 
where Zi is some finite subset. Thus we have by induction on r that 
[BY Z-HI = GTH> (1) 
for some finite subset S, and all r >, 0. 
Now H asc G and so there exists an ascending sequence (Ho) such that 
H, = H and Hs = G for some ordinal /3. Suppose F, = F n H, then since 
[B, rH] < B < F = F, there exists aleast ordinal CL, such that 
LB, $1 <Fe.,, 
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for each integer r >, 0. But by (1) 01, cannot be a limit ordinal and so either 
CX? = 0 or else alI, - 1 exists. If the latter holds then 
However, there exists no infinite strictly decreasing sequence of ordinals and 
so we must have CL, = 0 for some r. Hence 
[B,,H] <F,,=FnH<H 
and so H is a subnormal subgroup of the group BH. Now H is polycyclic and 
so by a similar argument to that in the beginning of Section 4.4 we have that 
BH is also polycyclic. Thus we may apply Lemma 4.33 to the group BH to 
obtain 
h(Aj < h(E) < f&, 0). (2) 
We now return to the general case where A <F. We will first show that 
C, = C,+, for some integer m. We begin by proving that F/C, is torsion-free 
for each i by induction on i Now C, = cl(F) and F is a torsion-free nilpotenr 
group and so F/Co is torsion-free. Suppose now that i > 0, F/C$-i is torsion- 
free, x E F and xs E Ci for some integer s > 1. If bars denote images moduio 
C,-, then P is Abelian and so for all h E H, 
Thus [x, Qs E C,-i , so [x, h] E CiPI for all h E H and so E E Ci . Hence F/C, 
is torsion-free and so the induction is complete. 
NOW by (2) the Hirsch-number of any finitely generated subgroup of C, ) 
and hence of CJC, , is bounded by f&z, 0). Hence the O-rank of CJC, is 
at most fis(n, Oj. But C,,/C,-, is torsion-free and so either Ci = Ci-, or else 
Thus there exists an integer nz such that C, = C,,, * 
Now if stars denote factors modulo C, then C,,(H*) = I and so the! 
hypotheses of the lemma hold in the goup G* = F*H* and in addition F* 
is Abelian. Hence we have by (2) that 
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for any finitely generated subgroup A* of F*. Thus if A is any finitely gener- 
ated subgroup of F then (2) gives 
and (3) gives 
Hence 
W/A n Cm) = h(-%JC,) Gf&, 0). 
as required. 
We are now able to consider Theorem F in the special case where F is 
Abelian. 
LEMM.4 6.2.2. If in addition to the Jaypotheses of Theorem F, F is Abelian 
then F can be embedded in Qiin for some$nite set of primes ES and some integer m. 
Proof. Lemma 6.2.1 shows that F has finite O-rank and so we may choose 
a finitely generated subgroup A of F such that F/A is locally finite and we may 
also clearly assume that A > F n H. Further the proof of Lemma 6.2.1 shows 
that AH is finitely generated and, since F is Abelian, AH 4 G and so we may 
suppose that A Q G. 
lNow His polycyclic and so we may choose h, ,..., 12, E H such that 
H = (h, ,..., h,). 
Let Ci = C,(h,), D, = A and Di = C, n a.. n Ci for i > 1. Suppose 
Vi = [Die1 , hi] and Wi/Vi is the set of all elements of A/Vi of finite order. 
Then Wi/Vi is a finite Abelian group. Let ei be the exponent of T/tii/Vi and 
suppose w = w(A) is the set of all primes p such that p divides e, for some i 
(1 < i < T). Then a is a finite set of primes and we will show that F/A E L& , 
Suppose B/A is a finitely generated subgroup of F/A, then B is a finitely 
generated subgroup of F and by the proof of Lemma 6.2.1, BH is also finitely 
generated and so we may assume that B Q G. Now as in the proof 
of Lemma 6.2.1, H 4” BH for some integer s and so LB, sH] < B n H < A. 
Hence B/A has a finite series which is central with respect to H. But B/A is 
finite and so there exist groups B, ,..., B, such that 
[Bi , H] < Bi, and B,/B,-, is cyclic of prime order, say pi, for each i 
(1 < i < t). We consider now the case where B = B, . 
Since A is torsion-free, each A/C, is torsion-free and so each DimlID; is 
torsion-free. For convenience we will now write A in additive notation. Now 
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since D,. < C,(K) = 1 we may choose a Z-basis (x1 ,..., xm> of A I= D, such 
that iDi + G+~+~ >..-, 3, -f x,,.) is a b-basis of Di,,/Di, where ma = 0, 
nri = R(D,-r/D,) + m,-, and &. = m. We now let 6 E 3, f p = pr and 
a=pb.Thena~A =B,andso 
for some integers a, ,..., a,, . We will show by induction on k that if G < k < r 
then either p divides ei for some i with 1 < i < k or else p divides aj for all j 
with 1 < j < mk . If k == G the second possibility trivially holds. Suppose 
now that G < k < T and the result holds for k - 1. If p divides e, for some i 
with 1 .< i < k - 1 then there is nothing to prove. Hence we may suppose 
that p divides ai for 1 < j < x-r and so by replacing b by 
we may assume that aj = G for 1 < j < nzQM1 and so a E DRel . Then 
since if j > mlg then xg E D, < C, . Kow a E D,-, and so [a, hJ E Fk . But 
[b, IIJ E [B, , fl < B, and 
p[b, h,] = [pb, h,cl = [a, k,] c Vk 
and so [b, JzJ E IV, and has orderp or 1 modulo li;c . Hence eitherp divides el, or 
else [b, h,] E V2 . If the latter holds then since {~,,~-~_~(h~ - l),...! xm,(& - I)) 
is a Z-basis for Viz and pjb, h,] = [a, h,], we have from (*) that p divides ar 
for m,-, < j < rrzh- . Hence the induction step is complete and so the result 
is true for k = r. Thus either p E P or else p dvides aj for all j with 1 < j < 
m, = m. If the latter holds then if c5 = ar/p and 
m 
c = c cjxj 
i=l 
we have c E A andpb = a = pc. But F is torsion-free, so b = c and so b E A. 
However, vve may choose b E B, \ A and so we must havep, = p E ‘zip = a(A). 
Kow each B, is a finitely generated subgroup of F and B, @ G. Hence by 
working with Bi instead of A we have p,+r E w(&) for each i with G < i < t. 
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We next show that p(Br) < w(A). Suppose for each i (1 < i < Y) that 
-7 ~~=CCB,(hi),~~=Bl,~~==ln...n~~, Fi=[Di-,,hi] and IV”/P( 
is the set of all elements of Br/i;i‘i of finite order. Now Dip, n A = D,-, and 
so if a E Dzii-r and p = p, then px E Di, and so 
p[x, hi] = [px, hi] E vi . 
Thus ‘t;JV, has exponent p and so is finite. Moreover, W,lV, is finite and so 
lV# n &l = Wi . Thus l7J Wi E miA/A < BJA and 1 WJ Wi 1 < p. But -- 
14’JVi has exponent e, , so riiV, has exponent ei or pei and so WJV, has 
-7 
exponent dividingpei . Thus if q is a prime dividing the exponent of WJPi 
then either q = p or q divides ea . In both cases q E w(A) and soa < w(A). 
Hence we have by induction on i that w(Bi) < w(A) for 0 < i < t. But 
P,+~ E w(BJ and so P,+~ E ~(-4) = w for 0 < i < t. Thus B/A is a finite 
w-group and so F/A E ~8, . But A is a free Abelian group of rank m and so 
by Lemma 2.1.1 we have that F can be embedded in Q,“, as required. 
We remark that the set of primes w obtained in Lemma 6.2.2 appears to 
depend not only on H but also on the subgroup A of F. 
We next prove Theorem F in the case where F is nilpotent of class at most 
two. 
LEMMA 6.2.3. If in addition to the hypotheses OJ Theorem F, F is nilpotent of 
class at most t.wo then F E !j.J= for some finite set of primes a. 
Proof. Let the groups Ci be as defined at the beginning of the proof of 
Lemma 6.2.1. Suppose H = (hl ,..., h,) then the maps from C, into 
C,, = &(F) defined by x -+ [x, hi] are homomorphisms with kernels Kc , say. 
Then, since C, is Abelian, each Cl/Kg is Abelian and so Cl/K is Abelian if 
K = & Ki . But K < C,(H) = 1 and so C, is Abelian. Thus we may 
apply Lemma 6.2.2 to the group C,H to obtain C, E ‘ps for some finite set of 
primes wl . 
Now C,/C,, is torsion-free and so by Corollary 2.1.5, C,/C, E !$3,, . Now if 
i > 1 the maps from C,,,/C, into C,/C,-, defined by C,r -+ C’#-Jx, h,] are 
homomorphisms with kernels KJC, , say. From the definition of Ci , 
f) (K&J = C& 
i=l 
and so C,,,/C, can be embedded in the direct product of r copies of C,/C,-, . 
But .G/G E ‘Ssl and so by induction on i, Ci/Cs-i E Ippl for all i > 1. 
Moreover, C, E ‘Qp,, and so Ci E Pa1 for all i > 0. 
But from the proof of Lemma 6.2.2, C, = C,,, for some integer m. 
Thus if stars denote factors module C,, then the group G* = F*H* satisfies 
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the hypotheses of Lemma 6.2.2 and so F* E ‘!&, for some finite set of 
primes ws . Hence if w = a, il ms then F E !J& and & is a finite set of primes, 
as required. 
We are now able to complete the proof of Theorem F. 
Proof of Theorem F. Lemma 6.2.3 together with the argument used -n 
Lemma 4.3.4 shows that F E ‘!& for some finite set of primes w. 
Suppose nom that A is an Abelian characteristic subgroup of F then A < G 
and so we may apply Lemma 6.2.1 to the group BH to show that /I has 
O-rank at most 2&(n, 0). Lemma 2.3.3 now gives that F has class at mcst 
4f15(n, 0). Thus we may take gr(n) = 4fi,(n, 0) to complete the proof of 
Theorem F, 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM AZ 
7.1. A Preliminary Remark. 
We will require the following-corollary of Theorems D and E. 
COROLLARY 7.1.1. Suppore H is a subnormal subgroup of a po&dic 
group G szcch that C,(H) = 1. Then G has cyclic-length at most fiz(H) for 
some fwnciion fp2 . 
Proof. Let Q be the join of all finite subnormal subgroups of G. Then 
since G is polycylcic, Q is the unique maximal finite subnormal subgroup 
of G. Thus we may apply Theorem E to the group QH to obtain 1 Q ) < g(H) 
and so Q has cyclic-length at most g(H). But Theorem D gives 
h(G) <f (h(H), 0). But G/Q has no non-trivial finite subnormal subgroups 
and h(G/Q> = h(G) an d so we have by Lemma 3.2.1 that the cyclic-length of 
G/Q is at most fil(f (h(H), 0), 0). Thus if 
f2,W = g(H) i- fdf (h(H), O), Oi 
then the cyclic-length of G is at most fzz(H) as required. 
7.2. Proof of Theorem A2 
We have H asc G, C,(H) = 1 and His polycyclic. Let K = HG then K is 
generated by its ascendant polycyclic subgroups. Hence K is a locally poly- 
cyclic group, see for example Theorem 4.1.2 of [SJ Now if L is a finitely 
generated subgroup of K containing H then L is polycyclic and H 2sc L. 
But L has the maximal condition for subgroups and so H sn L. Thus by 
Corollary 7.1. I the cyclic-length of L is at most f&H) and hence also the 
derived length of L is at most f&H). Thus K is locally soluble of derived 
length at most fz2(H) and so K is soluble of derived length at most f,,(H). 
Suppose now that P is the join of all finite subnormal subgroups of K. 
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Then since the class of all finite groups is subjunctive, in the sense of 
Roseblade and Stonehewer [lo], Th eorem C of that paper shows that any 
finitely generated subgroup Q of P is contained in some finite subnormal 
subgroup R of P. Kow if L = (H, R) then L is a finitely generated subgroup 
of K and so L is polycyclic. But R sn P Q K and so R sn L. Thus if w = lit 
then, since L is polycyclic, R is the join of finitely many finite subnormal 
subgroups of L and so is finite. Hence we may apply Theorem E to the 
group EH to obtain 
ial <g(H). 
But Q < i?, so Q is finite and 1 Q j < g(H) and so, since Q is an arbitrary 
finitely generated subgroup of P, P is finite of order at most g(H). Hence if 
K = K/P then R is a soluble group with no nontrivial finite subnormal 
subgroups. 
Suppose now that a = HP/P and C/P = c= C&f). Now C = C,(HP/P) 
and if B = C,(P) then C/B acts as a group of automorphisms on P and so 
C/B is finite. Suppose H = (h, ,..., h,) then the maps defined by 6 --+ [6, hi] 
are homomorphisms from B into P with kernels Ki , say. Thus the B/K, are 
finite and so B/K is finite if K = nl=, Ki . But K < C,(H) = 1, so C is 
finite and so C is finite. 
Let F be the Fitting subgroup of if. Now if .!v is any nilpotent normal 
subgroup of a then, since R has no nontrivial finite subnormal subgroups 
and all subgroups of m are subnormal in :v, N is torsion-free. But 
CR(B) < C,(R), -hi h u c is finite and so Cx(R) = 1. Thus we may apply 
Theorem F to the group Ivg to show that m has class at most g,(h(H)). 
Hence, since the join of finitely many normal nilpotent subgroups of K is 
nilpotent, we have P is locally nilpotent of class at most g,@(H)). Thus P is -- 
nilpotent and so as above we may apply Theorem F to the group FH to obtain 
F E !& for some finite set of primes a. 
Now, since R is soluble, if D = C#‘) then, as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.3.1, D < p. Thus D E ‘$& and, since K/D acts as a group of 
automorphisms on F, Theorem C shows that K/D E tB3, . Hence K E ‘p, and, 
since P is a finite soluble group, K E 5J3, . 
Moreover, C,(K) < C,(H) = 1, so G acts as a group of automorphisms 
on K and so G is countable by Theorem C. Thus the proof of Theorem A2 is 
complete. 
8. AUTOMORPHISM TOWERS .WD THEOREM Al 
8.1. Properties of Automorphism Towers 
In the beginning of the introduction we gave conditions for an ascending 
sequence (Hz) to be an automorphism tower or an automorphism group 
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tower of a group H. We now recall that if H <1 K then the natural homo- 
morphism y from K into Aut(H) is given by 
/co : h + k-lhk 
for all h E H and all K E K and that the kernel of v is CK(H). 
Suppose now that (HJ is an ascending sequence of groups and yE is the 
natural homomorphism from HE-, into Aut(H,). Then (HZ) is an automorphism 
tozcer of H if 
(a) H = H,, and v’ol is a monomorphism for all ordinals ci. 
and (H=j is an automorphism group tozcer of H if 
(b) H = HO and va is an isomorphism for all ordinals IY. 
We first remark that (a) is clearly equivalent to 
(a)’ H = HO and CH,+,(HJ = 1 for all ordinals a. 
Nom if H has an automorphism tower (HJ then 
Conversely if c,(H) = 1 and 1 = Inn(H), the group of inner automorphisnzs 
of H, then H c I. Further if A = Aut(H) then 14 A and the natural 
homomorphism 9) from A into Art(l) is an isomorphism. In [13] Wieiandt 
showed that g, was mono and hence onto since there H was finite. However, 
it is easy to prove in general that IJZ is onto and we will omit the details. Thus 
if H = H, there exists a group HI such that (b) hoids for a: = 1. Since 
[,(HJ = 1 we may define an automorphism group tower of H by transfinite 
induction. Further if Hi a Ki (i = 1,2) and the natural homomorphisms pi 
from K, into Aut(HJ are both isomorphisms and if @ is an isomorphism from 
HI onto H, then it is easy to see that 0 can be extended to an isomorphism 
from Kl onto K, . Hence if (H,) and (HJ are two automorphism group 
towers of H then there exists a sequence of isomorphisms (0,) such that Oe is 
an isomorphism from H, onto R& and if 01 < ,B then ~9, extends 8, . Hence 
any group H with trivial center has an essentially unique automorphism 
group tower which we denote by (/P(H)). 
We next show that condition (a) for (HJ to be an automorphism tower is 
also equivalent to 
(a)” H = HO and C, (H) = 1 for all ordinals 01. 
Since C, .+,iffa! G Gf>:1(H) f or all ordinals 01, (a)” clearly implies(a)’ and so (a)- 
Thusit remains to show that (a) implies (a)“, that is the following lemma holds. 
LEMMA 8.1.1. Suppose (HE) is an automorphism tozuer of a group H. Then 
C,*(H) = 1 fey all ordinals CL. 
q8r;16:3-6 
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Proof, We first remark that Wielandt obtained this result for finite OL 
in [13]. We will prove the result by using transfinite induction. 
Since by (a)‘, C,#&,) = 1 the result holds for 01 = 0 and 1. Suppose now 
that 0 < B is an ordinal and the result holds for all (y. < ,8. If p is a limit 
ordinal then 
G&H) = u C&(H) = 1 
a4 
and so in this case the result holds also for /X If p is not a limit ordinal then 
/3 - 1 exists and CH9-,(H) = 1. Let C = CHa(N) then we show that 
[C, Hu] = 1 for all a! < /3 - 1 
by using a second transfinite induction. Now by hypothesis [C, El,,] = 1 and 
so the result holds for OL = 0. Suppose now that 0 < 01 < /3 - 1 and 
[C, H;,] = 1 for all y < 01. If 01 is a limit ordinal then 
[G &I = c, tJ H, = (J [C, HJ = 1. I 1 ?,<a Y<S 
If 01 is not a limit ordinal then (y: - 1 exists and [C, I&J = 1. nTow since 
a<P-1, 
But since [C, H,-,] = 1, C < C,v&Ha-l), which is normalized by H, . Hence 
[C, &I < Ha-1 n G,#L) = Gp-#f--l) d G-1(H) = 1, 
by the first induction hypothesis. Hence we have by the second induction 
[C, HJ = 1 
for all 01 < p - 1, so in particular 
and so 
[C, HB-d = 1 
C < C+&H& = 1. 
Hence CHB(H) = 1 and so the result holds for /3. Thus the lemma holds by 
induction. 
We remark that Lemma 8.1.1 shows that any question about the structure 
of the groups H, appearing in an automorphism tower of H is equivalent to 
a question about the structure of groups G such that H asc G and C,(H) = 1. 
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8.2. Proof of Theorem Al. Suppose now that H is a polycyclic group 
with trivial center. Then Theorem A2 shows that any group G appearing in 
an automorphism tower of H is countable. Thus any automorphism tower of 
H contains only countably many nontrivial factors. Hence the automorphism 
group tower of H must stop after at most a countable number of steps, as 
required. 
8.3. AN EXAMPLE. In this section we construct the automorphism group 
tower of the infinite dihedral group to show that an automorphism group 
tower of a polycyclic group with trivial center need not stop after a finite 
number of steps. The example further shows that the set of primes in 
Theorem A2 may be non-empty. 
We begin with 
LEMXL~ 8.3.1. Szlppose D is an in&&e dihedral group given by 
D=(a,cIa2=1,a-lca=c-1). 
Then i,(D) = 1 and Aut(D) is also an injkite dihedral grolcp and is generated 
by automorphisms 01 and y such that the inner automorphisms obtained by 
transforming z&th a and c are 01 and y2 respectively and so Aut(D),‘Inn(D) is 
cyclic of order two. 
Proof. Since D = (a, c / a2 = 1, a-%a = c-l), 
D = (cn, cna 1 n E Z>. 
If n f 0, a-Vu = c-” + c” and u-Vu * a = c-na f c”a and so l,(D) < (1, a>. 
But c-lac = c-laca * a = ,+a + a and so t(D) = 1. 
We now consider the structure of Aut(D). Since Pa * cna = 1 for all n: 
the elements of D of infinite order are the nonzero powers of c. Hence 
(c} char D and so every automorphism of D induces an automorphism on (c}. 
Thus if ,8 E -4 = Aut(D), 
C6 = #+I 
If n is the inner automorphism given by transforming with a then 
ca = a-lea = c-l. 
Hence if fl E A then either c6 = c or else ~3% = c. 
If fi E A and ~6 = c then, since a* has order two, .S = c’na for some 
integer m. We now define the map y from {a, c} into D by 
cy = c and ay = c-la. 
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Then since 
(a’)” = (c-la) = 1 
and 
(&y&p = a+-. c. c--la z5.z a-l&J = c-1 = (q-1, 
y can be extended to an endomorphism of D such that (c”>y = cn and 
(c%)Y = c+% for all integers n. Hence y is clearly one-to-one and onto and 
so y E A. Thus if /3 E A, co = c and ~x.s = Pa for some integer wz then 
p = y-“. Hence if p E A then either /I = y-“l or else /?a = y--” for some 
integer nz. Thus Aut(D) = (a, y). 
Now ~.s = 1 since us = 1 and also ol-lyz = y-l since 
and 
p-l*/" = p = (c-lap = ca = &-I* 
-41~0 y clearly has infinite order and so (01, y) is an infinite dihedral group. 
We finally note that since 
c-lac = c-l aca . a = c-“a zzz a?, 
the inner automorphism given by transforming by c is ys and so 
Inn(D) = (ol, y”>, a subgroup of index two in (ol, y). 
As an immediate corollary of Lemma 8.3.1 we have 
LEMMA 8.3.2. Suppose D is an in$nite dihedral group given by 
D = (a, c,, 1 ap = 1, &,a = cil). 
Thmz D has an automorphism group tower and zue may take 
Am(D) = (a, c, 1 a2 = 1, ciY1 = C~ , ~-%~a = c;l for 0 < n < W) 
A”(D) = (a, c, IO < n < m> 
for 0 < m < w. 
We remark that if C = cc, I 0 < n < W) then clearly the map 0 from C 
into Q defined by (c~?,~)~ = m * 2-” is a well defined isomorpbism of C onto 
the additive group of dyadic rationals, Q2 . Thus if E = Aw(D) then E is 
isomorphic to Q8 extended by the automorphism which sends x to -x for 
all x E Q, . We next show that A”+l(D) = Al(E) > E. 
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Now C 4 E and E/C is cyclic of order two and so E’ < C. But 
klfl ’ u] = c& = c,i 
and so E’ >, C. Hence C = E’ and so C char E. Thus if q E Aut(Ej then 
0’ = C and a~ = c,ma = czTla for some integers nz and n (n >, 6). Kow if yn 
denotes the inner automorphism obtained by transforming with c, then 
c? = c, for all Y >, 0 and a’/*~ = c;‘ac, = c;‘ac,a . a = ~;“a. Hence if 
v E Aut(E) and am = ciyIa then 
Thus if B = CAu&a) then we have 
Aut(E) = (B, yn / 0 < n < co). 
We next show that any automorphism p of C can be uniquely extended to 
an element 93 of B, that is the map v defined by 
p = CF and (ca)e = @a 
for all c E C, is an automorphism. Nom clearly y is one-to-one and onto. 
Also 9 is a homomorphism since it acts homomorphical!y on C and since 
(a~)~ = up = 1 and 
(ey C,%Q = a-%,.% = (&q--I 
for all n >, 0. Thus 9 e Aut(E) and so v E B. 
Now it is easy to see that any automorphism of Q, is just multiplication by 
some u E ti: the group of multiplicative units of the ring of dyadic rationals. 
But 
u = (&273 1 n E Z} = (-1,2>. 
Thus if the maps & and g of C onto C are defined by 
for all c E C then 
Hence 
c?’ = c-1 and CB = $ 
.hlt(C) = (?Q-). 
B = <% P>, 
where c1 and p are the unique extensions of Z and p to an element of B 
respectively. 
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But Aut(E) = (B, ‘yn IO < n < UJ) and so 
Aut(E) = {a, ,8, ‘yn I 0 < n < UJ). 
We remark here that Au@) and so ,&+l(D) is isomorphic to the holomorph 
of Q,. 
Now clearly LY is the inner zutomorphism obtained by transforming with a 
and so 
Inn(E) = (01, yn [ 0 < n 4 0~). 
But tin = c and P = c-l for all c E C and all n > 0 and so if q~ E Inn(E) 
then for all c E C, 
p = cfl. 
However, 
csrn zzz 3” 
for all c E C and all rn > 0 so no non-zero power of p lies in Inn(E). Thus 
Aut(E)/Inn(E) is an infinite cyclic group. 
Hence we have proved 
LEMMA 8.3.3. Suppose D is an injk’te dihedral group given by 
D = {a, co 1 a2 = 1, a-$,~ = c,“). 
Then we may take 
A”“(D) = (a, b, c, a2 = 1, &I = c, , &,a = c;;‘, 
I b-lab = a, b+,,b = c, for 0 < ?z < W) 
with A”(D) as in Lemma 8.3.2 for 0 < m < w and 
Aw”(D)/A”(D) 
is an infinite cyclic group. 
We will finally show that A”+“(D) = LP+~(D). As before we let 
C = (c, 1 0 < n -=c W) and E = Am(D). We also let F = Am”(D). NOW 
C q F and, since [a, b] = 1, F/C is Abelian and so C > F’. But C = E’ < F 
and so C = F’. Thus C char F. Also E/C is cyclic of order two and F/E is an 
infinite cyclic group and so E char F. Hence if q~ E Aut(F) then 
Cm = c, am = ca and b@ = d&d 
forsomecEC,dEC,t=Oorlandu=~l.Wenextshowthatwemust 
have t = 0 and u = 1. Now 
c,,” = (b-lc,b)@ = (b@)-l c,pbm = ((b@)-1 clbm)m, 
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since -4ut(C) is -4belian. Thus 
co = (by clbQ. 
Ifd=landzc=-lthen 
co = ba-ld-ic,d&l = b&c,&1 = &;lb--l = c;l, 
a contradiction. If t = 1 and u = 1 then 
co = b-la-ld-lc$ab = b-Wc,ab = b-lcylb = c$ 
a contradiction. If t = 0 and u = -1 then 
co = bd-%,db-1 = bc,b-1 = c2 , 
a contradiction. Thus we must have t = 0 and zc = 1 and so li@ = db for 
some d E C. 
Now [a, b] = 1 and so [@‘, b@] = 1. Hence 
1 = a-k-lb-Wlcadb 
= a-lc-lb-l(d-lc) nda * ab 
= a-lc-lb-led-2 . ba 
= a-lc-lc2d-~a 
= c-ld4. 
Thus d4 = c. But given c E C there is a unique d E C such that d4 = c : for if 
c = c~,‘” for some m and n then (c:+~)~ = c, so d exists and since C is torsion- 
free and Abelian d is unique. Hence 9 is uniquely determined by its effect on 
E = (C, a). But any automorphism of E is given by transforming by some 
element of F and so v E Inn(F). Thus -4ut(F) = Inn(F) and so AP+~(D) = 
A~+i(D). Thus we have proved 
LEMzvLX 8.3.4. If D is an injinite dihedral group then 
A”+2(D) = Au”(D). 
Hence from Lemmas 8.3.1 to 8.3.4 we have 
THEOREM 8.3.5. If D is an infznite dihedral group then D has an auto- 
morphism group towr (Aa( such that 
Am(D) < Au+‘(D) = A”+“(D). 
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Thus an automorphism group tower of a polycyclic group with trivial 
center need not stop after finitely many steps even though it must stop after 
countably many steps, that is Theorem G holds. 
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